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Macon, GA 31210-2936 
1990 
1409 8th Avenue 
Conway, SC 29526 
WACCAMAW RECORDS 
A Staterrent of Purpose 
by 
Ashley P. Cox, Jr. and catherine H. Lewis 
Both of the partners in this enterprise have been engaged in one way or 
another in research in Horry Cotmty (SC) history for roore than 30 years, so we 
Jmow fran experience the difficulty faced by those who try to trace families who 
lived in the Waccarraw region . . Now that both of us are retired, we have decided 
to join forces to neke Horry Cotmty records roore readily available for family 
research. 
Ashley Patterson Cox, Jr., whose parents migrated fran Horry Cotmty to 
Georgia roore than sixty years ago, has had a long career in journalism and child 
care. He was m:>St recently administrator of the Georgia Industrial Hane in 
Macon. For years he has acClltlllated records related to the Cox, Todd, Patter-
son, Marlow and related families and maintained an extensive correspondence with 
others similarly engaged. 
catherine Beniford Lewis was for nearly 28 years cotmty librarian (i.e., 
director) of the Horry Cotmty Maoorial Library headquartered in Conway, SC. A 
charter meni>er of the Horry Cotmty Historical Society, she has been associated 
for rreny years with The Independent Republic Quarterly, established in 1967 by 
the Society, as an editor and contributor. She has written and lectured fre-
quently an the history of the c01.mty and has assisted rreny people to get family 
research in Horry Cotmty started. 
We will be happy to hear fran searchers about their needs, but we have begtm 
with the following: 
1. OBITUARIES FRCM HORRY CXXJNTY NEHSPAPERS (1861-1914) Abstracts 
2. HORRY CXXJNTY MARRIAGF.s ABSTRACTED FRCM NEHSPAPERS (1861-1912) 
3. HORRY DISTRICT C:XHUSSIOOER OF LOCATIOO PLAT BOOK A, B, C, 1802-1831 
AVAILABLE 4. INDEX TO THE 1860 ~SUS OF HORRY CXXJNTY 
5. WORLD WAR I Im\F1' RmISTRATICBS, HORRY CXXJNTY, SC [abstracts] 
6. HORRY CXXJNTY (SC) CEME'l'ERY RECX>RDS, V. 1 (Kingston Lake to Waccarraw River) 
~ 7. HORRY CXXJNTY (SC) CEME'l'ERY RECX>RDS, v. 2 (Hwy 701 to Kinqstan Lake) 
Each publication costs $15.00 plus $2.00 postage and handling each. We 
will be happy to have your orders and your cannents, including recannendatians 
for future publications. Send order with check to 
5010 Idlewood Drive 
Haem, cm 31210-2936 
1990 
1409 8th Avenue 
Conway, SC 29526 
PREFACE 
This is the seventh IACCAMAI RECORDS publication, designed like the others to help those who are engaged 
in faailr research in Borrr County, SC. 
This is the second of a series devoted ceaeterr records, always an e1cellent source of information. It is 
our intention to cover the count7 eYentuall7, but for this publication we have focused on an area bounded br 
Brr 9 across the top and by Kingston Lake and Brr 701 north of Conray. 
Though frequentl7 difficult, working in the ce1eteries has been enor1ousl7 gratif7ing to us. The field 
rork has been done by Cathr7ne and Ashley Co1 and Catherine Lewis. le have either cataloged froa scratch, or 
verified and updated previous catalogs. 
le rould like to e1press our gratitude to Mrs. Laura Quattlebau. Jordan rho gave the assignaent back in 
the 1970s and to the students rho aade the original catalogs of 1an7 of these old burial sites. le haYe 
acknowledged the student by name, if knovn. Mrs. Jordan placed those records in the Borrr County Me1orial 
Librar7, rhere re haye had access to the1. Although we have taken none of thea for granted, it saved tiae to 
have the1 to check . 
Soae catalogs were done by aeabers and friends of the Borr7 County Historical Society and re are grateful 
to the1 also. These have also been verified and updated. 
le have elected to give directions for finding the cemeteries, folloring this list with an alphabetical 
list of na1es, each identif7ing the ce1eter7 in which it was found. le debated this foraat, knowing that it 
rould be helpful to have ce1eteries listed separately so that the researcher can associate families, etc. 
These are available fro1 IACCAMAI RECORDS at the cost of $1.00 a page. Write to us if JOU would like a cop7 
of an individual ceaeterr catalog. 
If your geographical area of interest is not included in this publication, write to us. le 1ar be able to 




CEMETERIES AID THEIR LOCATIOIS 
Anderson Cemetery is located off Loris-Conway highway (701), with sign pointing clearly to road going to the 
cemetery. Catalogued in May of 1989 by Catherine~. Levis, Cathryne W. Cox and Ashley P. Cox, Jr. 
R. M. Anderson Cemeterr at Bug Swamp in the Good Hope CommunitJ, Rt. 4, Con1a7. A small group of stones, this 
cemeterr is across the road from the James G. Straub residence. As rou leave Good Hope Church, take SR323 
past the Ha1ilton Ce1eter7. Turn right onto a dirt road. The Cemeterr is within sight on the left of the 
road. 
Booth Cemetery is beside SR19 near Dorman's Crossroads, junction of SR19 and SR97. Catalog was made hr 
Catherine H. Levis and Lessie Heniford Edge 7 September 1989. 
Bord Cemeterr, see Cushion Swamp Cemeterr 
Bug Sva1p Cemetery is located in the front rard of the James G. Straub residence, Route 4, Convar, in the Good 
Hope area. A bronse plaque mounted on a brick monument 1e1orialises the Watts familJ. The Booth stones 
are nearbf. A couple of old and illegible wooden markers are across the yard. The R. M. Anderson 
ce1eter1 is located across the road, but, according to our infor11ation1 is not a part of Bug Swamp. Cataloged by Catherine B. Levis and Lessie Heniford Edge 7 September 1~89. 
Cushion S1a1p Ce1eter7, ofttn called Bord Ce1eter71 is located one 1ile south of Loris off Hvr 701. There is no sign, but the road turns right and follows the edge of the swamp. 
Edge Ceaeterr is located on the far11 of H. Brice Hardwick, SR6S, not far from Maple Church and Tho1pson 
Cemetery on Maple Swamp. Cataloged by Catherine B. Levis and Lessie Heniford Edge 7 September 1989. This 
graveyard was verr close to a pit being dug to supplJ fill dirt. 
Pox Branch Cemetery is in the Good Hope section on SR19 near intersection with SR97. It is dedicated to the 
1emor1 of Bruce T. Shannon. 
Good Hope Baptist Church and ce1etery are at the intersection of SR97 and SR323. Catalogued originallr by 
lndJ Jackson, updated hJ Catherine H. Levis, Catbryne I. Cox and Ashley P. Co1, Jr. on 26 Pebruarr 1990. 
Ba1ilton Cemetery was established in 1889. Enter off SR323, west of Good Hope. It is maintained by Good Hope 
Baptist Church. 
Long Cemeterr is located off Long Ave (ext.) about 3{4 of a mile along a lane to the right, going out of town. 
The proper~J is owned hr Woodrow Long. Both vhi es and blacks are buried there, but onlr one legible 
stone remains. 
lev Home Baptist Church 11 Cemeterr is located on SR9ll just off SR139. It vas cataloged 17 October 1989 by 
Catherine H. Levis. 
Patterson is the citr ce1etery of Loris, located off Hwy 701 south of town. It surrounds the old Patterson 
family burring ground. This cemetery was originally catalogued bJ Alan H. Levisl Catherine H. Levis, and 
others in 976. It was updated in March 1990 by Ashley and Cathryne Co1 and Catnerine H. Levis. 
Pond Field Ce1eter1 is located in the woods off Long Ride Road. Take H•r 66 from Shell north and turn left on 
to Long Ride Road. Apparentlr there were 15-20 graves there origina 11 and nov only one stone is left. 
Poplar Methodist Church Ce1eter7 is located 8 1iles north of Conway on Bvr 701. The catalog was prepared by 
Linda Cartrette, with additions bJ Terrr Collins and Dannr Cum11ings. It was checked by Catherine H. 
Lewis, Asbler P. Cox, Jr. and Cathrrne lord Cox, Kar 1989 
Thompson Cemetery is the burial ground for Maple Baptist Church. It is located on SR65 north of Maple. The 
cemeterr was cataloged in 1990 hr cathrrne and Ashler P. Co1, Jr. and Catherine H. Levis 
Woodlawn Ce1eter7, given by C. I. Bucks, 1947, is off SR323, near Good Hope, and is aaintained by that church. 
It was cataloged bJ Catherine H. Levis in 1989. 




















Titles of respect (Rev., Mrs., etc.) are enclosed in curves. Other information on the tombstone is 
enclosed in square brackets. If a vife s relationship is not spelled out on the stone, but may be inferred 
with reasonable certainty fro1 a double stone or bf relative position in the cemetery, it is followed by a 
question 1ark. Occasionallf, perhaps because fa1i ies chose to rebury a relative in another cemetery, the 
listing in an original cata og cannot be found. In such cases there is a question mark before the name of the cemetery. 
Allen, Amaryllis lnn 1951-1951 [PD] 
Allen, Enoch Winston [s/o J. Bennie & Thelma Allen] 24 Apr 1927-22 Dec 1928 
Allen, Herbert 14 Jan 1~03-13 Aug 1979 
Allen, James Sparkman 4 Jul 1877-19 Oct 1950 
Allen, Jehue Bennie [Veteran of WWil 31 Oct 1894-20 Feb 1967 
Allen, Linwood 15 May 1940-3 Aug 1940 
Allen, Ola Anderson fv/o Ja1es Sparkman Allen?] 28 Jul 1884-9 Jul 1937 
Allen, Robert 1926-l9g9 
tll:~: itff~a!h1~··Dui2 sr~ j~~1i~1~:i2 1~~6 1962 
lllen1 Willia• P. (Ivtl [RA 25169431 HQ & HO & Service Co Co1and ' Control Bl lOlst lirbourne Div Pt. Ca1ibell 11 ~l lug 1936-8 May 1957 
Allsbrook, Coe• ll ert Bris~oj, Sr. 24 Jan 1907-11 !ov 1989 
Allsbrook, Cora Orajane Co1 l• o levsome B. Allsbrook, d/o William & Charity Hughes Co1] 
28 Sep 1874-14 Apr 1962 
Allsbrook, le1so1e B. 25 Jan 1869-23 Sep 1939 
Allsbrook, Willard R., Sr. 30 Jun 1915-2 Dec 1978 
Allsbrook, William c. 15 Apr 1905-12 Apr 1936 
Allsbrook, [inf. s[o Willard R. & Era H. Allsbrook] 30 Dec 1940 
Allsbrook, ~~[inf. s7o Willard R. & Era B. Allsbrook] 8 Jan 1960 
Allsbrooksf""JIO'Dk1e V. ~nderson Iv/o Joseph R. Allsbrooks; d/o Herbert & Bettie Strick and Anderson] 7 Jul 912-23 Dec 1983 
Anderson, l. Slith 6 Sep 1880-8 Mar 1930 
Anderson, lda Barnhill 15 Jul 1873-4 Mar 1962 
Anderson, Albert Powell 1892-1935 
Anderson, Albert Thur1ond 1889-1964 
Anderson, Alvie S. 26 Oct 1847-25 Jun 1882 
Anderson, Alvin Manning 4 May 1905-17 lpr 1988 
Anderson, Basil Everett 22 Mar 1911-16 Jun 1982 Anderson, Bruce Arnold fUS Army, WWII 22 Oct 1915-30 Mar 1983 
Anderson, Charles A. 25 Jul 1812-11 ep 192l Anderson, Clrde [s/o W. D. & Sudie Anderson 23 Dec 1904-12 Apr 1905 
Anderson, clide Saith 5 Jun 1911-25 Aug 195 
Anderson, Co lin Woodbury 18 Feb 1872-25 Jul 1941 
Anderson, Daniel [s/o Henry Hedge Anderson, m. Elisa Cartright] 14 lug 1855-25 Jun 1904 
Anderson, Edmon P. 3 Jul 1918-19 Jan 1940 
Anderson, Elisa A. 2 Oct [i}legible] 
Anderson, Elisa Cartright [d o Pettevar Cartright, v/o Daniel Anderson] 23 Apr 1857-26 Dec 1933 
Anderson, Ella Hardee ld/o George W. & Della Goodrear Hardee, 1/0 Levi W. Anderson] 19 Dec 1885-
27 Jul 1965 
Anderson, E1111er Belle [d/o t· P. ' Fannie A. Anderson] 28 Jan 1884-11 Aug 1885 Anderson, !stellene Hardee vlo Basil Everett Anderson?] 6 lov 1916-
Anderson, Fannie Mar~aret 170 Samuel s. lndersonl 22 lpr 1860-4 Jan 1939 
Anderson, Flora E. dlo A. S. Anderson] 21 Feb 1869-12 lov 1878 
Anderson, G. W. fn .• ] 
Anderson, George Ouilford 31 Oct 1886-18 Dec 1954 
Anderson, George W. 14 Mar 1867-13 Auq 1943 
Anderson, George W. f onlr s/o S. I. and Ann Andersonl 25 Dec 1839-12 Feb 1865 
Anderson, Grace Boot& [v/o George G. lndersonl 11 iay 1896-7 lov 1972 
Anderson, Grover Clevelana f SC PVT SC !ngr I G l Apr 1931 
Anderson, Gussie Lucille [a/o S. D. & Gussie . Anderson] 7 Peb 1917-13 lov 1988 
















































Anderson, Hallie [s/o D. D. & J. A. Anderson] 21Feb1890-17 lug 1891 
Anderson, Henrr 7 Sep 1912-15 Jul 1986 
Anderson, Henrr Paul 8 lov 1896-24 Dec 1929 
Anderson, Herbert L. [~.s. Army WW 11] 19 Sep 1921-5 Aug 1987 
Anderson, Ina Hardee v/o Charles A. Anderson?] 26 Feb 1884-2 Jan 1972 
Anderson, Isadora A. 7 Dec 1860-27 Feb 1936 
Anderson, John F. 2 lov 1906-30 Jan 1935 
Anderson, John Thoaas 2 Sep 1875-21 Sep 1956 
Anderson, John [s[o S. s. and Prudence Anderson] [n.d.] 
Anderson, L. A. [9.d.] 
Anderson, Levi W. ls'o Daniel & Elisa Cartright Anderson, m. Ella Hardee, 24 MaJ 1882-1 May 1967 
Anderson, Lucinda J 64-1946 
l~~:~:~~: ::~~r!n~s [,,o ~i1ti~i ~: 1~~:~:~~11 1 1~elai 9 ii4~~1~elP~ 9f~30 
Anderson, Marr P. fw/o T. A. Anderson] 25 May 1855-23 Sep 1912 
Anderson, Mary I. lone~ tv/o Grover C!eve~and Anderson] 14 Mar 1882-17 Oct 1950 
Anderson, Melvina M. v o A. s. Anderson 15 Apr 1852-26 Jun 1882 
Anderson, Mollie Ann an 1876-29 Jun 1 51 
Anderson, Mollie Baker [v/o John Thomas Anderson?] 30 Apr 1879-8 Jan 1959 
Anderson, Morgan O. 10 Jan 1854-26 Jan 1932 
Anderson, Prudence A. C. 4 Jul 1824(or 1821]-8 Jul 1902 
Anderson, Robert le' f s/o W. D. & Sudie lndersonl 20 Sep 1917-5 Sep 1931 
Anderson, Robert s o A. M. lnd~rsonl 18 Sep 188~-21 Feb 1914 
Anderson, Robert . 1855-1886 lh/o iirginia H. Graham, s/o Levi and Jerusa Anderson, 
father of Glen D., Ward and Bob A. 
Anderson, S. I. fn.d.] 
Anderson, Sa1uel D. 4 Jan 1878-8 Oct 1947 
Anderson, Sa1uel Eugrne [s'o w. D. & Sudie Andersonl 30 lug 1906-7 lpr 1937 
Anderson, Samuel I. b. in orry Co., SC1 1. 3 Oct 1833] 19 Dec 1806-16 lov 1879 Anderson, Samuel s. 20 Jul 1855-9 Dec 1~33 
Anderson, Sara D. 1868-1933 
Anderson, Silvians s 28 lov 1817-28 lov 1900 
Anderson, Sudie M. [1,0 Willie D. Anderson] 2 Sep 1882-14 Sep 1975 
Anderson, Thomas !. 1 49-1933 
Anderson, William H. 10 Aug 1841-23 Jul 1917 
Anderson, Willie r· 11 !pr 1882-1 Apr 1941 Anderson, inf s/o Thurman i. & Ruth Page Anderson] 9 lug 1936 
Anderson, :::::: inf. s/o D. D. & J. A; !!dersQn] 8 Feb 1876-22 Feb 1876 
Anderson, t1nf slo G. C. !ndersonJ n.d.J 
Anderson, ---~ inf s]o Levi & Ella B. An erson] 29 Mar 1923-29 Mar 1923 
Atkinson, ~ or.an 16 Sep 1902-21 Jan 1971 
Atkinson, lancy Elisabeth f 1/0 Roland Eugene Atkinson?] 27 lov 1918-
!tkinson, Roland Eugene 30 Oct 1911-
Bailey, Lona Charity Arnette [1,0 Rufus Albert Bailey] 9 Apr 1887-25 Dec 1963 
Bailey, Rufus Albert 23 lov 18 2-11 Sep 1956 
Bailer, lilto9 Patterson 6 Mar 1906-18 Jan 1956 
Baker, J. T. lbrokenj 1864-1921 
Barbour! Gladys Graha1 9 Jun 1899-26 lpr 1984 
Barnhil , Alfred Fate 20 Jul 1881-16 Jun 1960 
Barnhill, Edna Elease [v/o L. Jero1e Barnhilll 15 Mar 1919-15 Feb 1959 
Barnhill, Freddie Holies [1/0 Ti,othr Cooper Aarnhilll 1Mar1874-27 lug 1964 
Barnhill, Hazel Jeanette [inf. do Edna & Jero1e Barn&illl 25 lug 1940 
Barnhill, Margaret Britton [1/0 elton Barnhill] 21Sep1907-11Feb1987 
Barnhill, Marr 1847-1934 
Barnhill, Mazie L. 19 May 1918-16 Dec 1924 
Barnhill, Sadie Ola Allen [vlo Melton Barnhill] 19 Jul 1908-14 Mar 1941 
Barnhill, Sarah E. Lissie [1]0 Alfred Fate Barnhill?] 10 May 1882-7 Apr 1952 
Barnhill, Virgil Lee 30 Apr 1967-18 Jun 1967 
Barnhill, Williat lelto~ 30 Jun 1904-9 lov 195~ 
Barnhill, linf. s/o John & Peggy Barnhill 26 Feb 1965-1Mar1965 
Bashor, George lashingtoo 4 Jul 1865-15 May 19 6 
Bashor, Sarah Elisabeth lvlo George Washington Bashor?] 10 Mar 1870-23 Feb 1939 
Bass, Jennie Mae ~ealey 26 lug 1899-15 Sep 1987 
Bass, M. A. [inf. 13 Mar 1901 
Bass, Melton A. Har 1897-26 lug 1982 
Bass, f inf/o M. A. Bass] d. 13 Mar 1931 
Bell, J11es t. 4 Aug 1892-25 Sep 1923 
Bell, Lacy H. 25 lov 1928-1 lov 1962 





































































Bell, W. H. 16 Mar 1828-21Sep1928 
Bellamy, Kary Agnes 1889-1959 
Beverly, Johnnie [s/o Mrs. Mae Beverly] 22 Feb 1921-27 Dec 1941 
Beverly, Kary Alice [inf. d{o I. V. & ,ar Beverly] 6 Jun 1967-7 Jun 1967 
Beverly, Kary Owens 2 Jul 896-8 Jul 1976 
Beylotte, Carlene Dorman [d/o Arthur J. & Carrie G. Dorman] 22 Apr 1925-
Blackburn, Fannie Gore fwlo Rossie D. Blackburn] 3 Dec 1888-18 Aug 1983 
Blackburn, Fred D. 14 8ay 1916-27 Jun 1959 
Blackburn, Rossie Decola 29 Feb 1888-16 Jan 1959 
Blackwell, Betty 1856-25 Apr 1935 
Blackwell, Emily K. [w/o William C. Blackwell] 20 Sep 1856-5 Dec 1949 
Blackwell, Lelia K. 3 Sep 1890-16 Jan 1980 
Blackwell, William c. 11 lpr 1864-22 Bov 1961 
Blackwell, William C., Jr. 5 Apr 1904-6 lpr 1904 
Bland, Rosa Lee 12 Sep 1893-20 !ov 1922 
Blanton, David r· [hlo Dorothy Co1 Blanton] 1 Jan 1914-13 Jan 1984 Booth, lda B. v/o erue K. Booth?] 3 Bov 1924-
Booth, Ada J. 877-1903 
Booth, Benjamin D. [s/o D. F. & Isadorah Boothl 29 Bov 1906-16 Bov 1909 
Booth, Bettie Jean Carter 16 Feb 1934-9 Kar 1975 
Booth, Bruce Stephen ('Steve") f s/o Julian l. & Virginia Long Booth] 24 Jul 1958-3 Apr 1979 
Booth, Carrie 3 Kay 1873-4 Jun 1942 
Booth, Clarker Bessant [v'o James T. Booth?] 12 Dec 1841·18 May 1917 
Booth, Collin W. 27 Sep 1 62·17 Dec 1944 
Booth, !ddie Moore [S/Sgt US lr11, WWII] 29 Oct 1920-24 lpr 1989 
Booth, !ffie Lillian 31 Oct 1904-1 Kar 1978 
Booth, Enoch Marvin 29 Dec 1880·23 Jan 1950 
Booth, Enoch Marvin, Jr. 2 Sep 1916·5 Jun 1973 
Booth, Enoch Sweet 19 J~ {883-16 Sep 1955 
Booth, Fannie Cartrette l• o Collin w. Booth?] 15 lpr 1861-24 Oct 1938 
Booth, Gussie Sltke 2 Kay 914·2 Oct 1~19 Booth, Harry A. s/o J. A. & Karr Booth 26 Dec 1914·6 Jan 1920 
Booth, Henry Kar ~9 Sep 1902·15 Jun l 45 
Booth, Inei Warren •{o John Albert Booth] 1 Jul 1923· 
Booth, Isadora 23 u 1867·16 Dec 1926 
Booth, Isadora Cartrette fw{o Olin F. Booth] 18 Feb 1869·16 Oct 1928 
Booth, J. Fred 13 Jan 188~- 8 Bov 1938 
Booth, J. W. 15 Jun 1871·3 Kay 1948 
Booth, James E. 5 Jul 1931·8 Jul 1931 
Booth, James T. 15 Kay 1837·25 Kay 1906 
Booth, Ja1es T. [SC Pvt US lr1y WWI] 6 Aug 1892·19 Dec 1955 
Booth, Jesse Oliver 6 Jun 1897-13 lov 1975 
Booth, John 28 lug 1847·31 Kar 1902? [stone mended, another broken stone beside this one] 
Booth, John Albert 20 Apr 1921·15 Aug 1958 
Booth, John lsburr 21 Jan 1875·12 Oct 1945 
Booth, John J. 20 Apr 1813-11 Dec 1867 
Booth, John J. 8 Oct 1885·17 Oct 1953 
Booth, Julia l. 16 Sep 1857·29 Kar 1937 
Booth, Julian A. 12 Bov 1929-29 Bov 1977 
Bpoth, K. P. (Rev.) 29 Jun 1850·5 Aug 1898 
Booth, Kennet& P. 7 Jul 1891·2 Jul 1918 
Booth, L. S. (Rev.) 19 Jun 1846-7 Dec 1908 
Booth, Leror $weet 6 Apr 1901-26 Oct 1982 
Booth, Lerue K. 29 Kar 1914·25 Dec 1986 
Booth, Lillie V. [v/p Hon. Wateritn K. Boothl 25 Jul 1864-8 Kay 1925 
Booth, Llo7d Cooper lUS lr11 WWII1 12 lug 1923-30 Jan 1985 
Booth, Lucille 27 Apr 1916·29 Jun 1916 
Booth, Lucille Ha1el },d/o J. W. & Rosa Booth! 2 lpr 1918·23 Jul 1985 
BBootthh, KMallieFLilly [1{0 ~n1 ochd Kcarvin BBootthhl] 917JunD 181919-3283 Feb 1958 oo , arr ranees [ v o ii oy ooper oo 1 ec -
Booth, Marr Sessions 888·1978 
Booth, Maude G. 1896-1966 
Booth, M. !. [d/o Me1or1 & Bettie Booth! b. and d. 22 Jun 1922 Booth, Me1ory E. 7 Feb 1900-23 Dec 192 
Booth, Holcey A. [1/0 Rev. K. P. Booth 30 Oct 1853·2 Feb 1918 
Booth, Myrtle Suqgs [m. Rarmond D. Boo h 13 May 1956] 2 Feb 1925·19 Feb 1985 
Booth, !anc7 Hardvt'c~ fw/o Enoch Swelt Booth] 3 Jul 1880·7 Feb 1975 
Booth, Kettie L. w/o ~ohn J, Booth? 31Mar1890·28 Apr 1958 
Booth, Bettie Shannon [w/o Me1or1 !. oath] 28 Sep 1900·30 Bov 1953 






































































Booth, Olin F. 20 Feb 1869-22 Oct 1964 
Booth, Olive Holme§ [w/o John J. Boot!] 16 Jan 1812-9 Feb 1889 
Booth, Phenie J. [w]o J. Fred Iooth? 29 Mar 1894-14 Peb 1952 
Booth, Prudie [w/o J. H. Booth 24 un 1871-17 Feb 1903 
Booth, R. Jane [w/o L. s. Boot 1 27 Jul 1849-2 Jul 1932 
Booth, Ralph Watson ls/o Enoch S. • lancr Booth] 18 Aug 1910-1 Jun 1913 
Booth, Randy lathan J lan 1956-25 Dec 1976 
Booth, Rarmon~ D. [m. Myrtle Suggs 13 Mar 1956] 19 Mar 1922-
Booth, Rosa [1/0 J. W. Booth] 13 Mar 1877-2 Oct 1962 
Booth, Rosa Belle [v/o Thomas R. Booth?] 28 Jul 1889-4 !pr 1956 
Booth, S. lack 1894-1972 
Booth, Sallie A. [1/0 Hillie lack Booth?] 8 Jan 1896-19 Aug 1967 
Booth, Sa1 J. 17 Jan 1905-12 Jul 1986 
Booth, Siller A. 7 Feb 1879-16 Oct 1931 
Booth, Stanley P. 26 Oct 1894-21 Mar 1896 
Booth, Thomas R. 6 Apr 1882-21 Jan 1956 
Booth, Tho1as I. 11 Feb 1882-11 Aug 1951 
Booth, Halter c. 25 Mar 1897-24 Dec 1899 
Booth, Raterman M. [Hon.] 11 Sep 1858-10 Sep 1931 
Booth, Hillie Ka~k 14 Feb 1892-20 Aug 1966 
Booth, Winston [s/o Enoch S. • lancr Booth] 7 Jan 1913-28 Aug 1914 
Booth, [inf. dlo Enoch S. • lancr Bolthl 3 Jun 1908 
Booth, ---~ [inf. s7o H. R. ' Doris Booth lul 1943 
Booth, ---~!inf. dlo Jessie • Blanche Boo hj 24 Sep 1926 Booth, ---~ inf. dZo Jessie ' Blanche Booth 30 Jul 1931 
Booth, ---~ inf. sZo Jessie & Blinche Booth 16 Jun 1930 Booth, ---~ inf. s7o M. s. Booth 1922 
Bottoas:-tiiDr Jtrdan 7 !pr 1944-2 Mar 1967 Boyd, Aiice s. v/o Thur11an I. Bord] 18 Apr 1898-18 Jun 1968 
Boyd, Barry [in s/o Jamrs & Gladys Boydl 23 Dec 1968-20 Feb 1967 
Boyd, Benjamin Franklin CMM US lavr III!] 10 Apr 1916-11 Jun 1989 
Boyd, Bertha Bellr Bolt v/o W. C. Boyd] 30 Apr 1887-30 Jul 1923 
Boyd, Carl Levis PFC US Arlt WNIIl 21 Jun 1909-10 Mar 1977 
Boyd, Carolyn Bol 15 Feb l 3l-6 lun 1971 
Boyd, Charlotte !. Anderson v/o D. O. Bord] 7 Jan 1874-8 lov 1924 
Boyd, Claud F. 5 Oct 1905-5 Mar 1959 
Bord, Clyde linston 11 Apr 1918-
Bord, D. o. 14 !pr 1866-17 Apr 1889 
Boyd, D. O. 17 Jun 1860-4 Dec 1935 
Boyd, Daniel (Rev.) 31 Jan 1815-11 Jan 1895 
Bord, Daniel trde 25 lov 1882-6 lot 1969 
Boyd, Daniel O. 8 'pr 1916-10 Feb 1960 Boyd, Delphia B. [v o Daniel L. Boyd] 20 lov 1893-4 lov 1973 
Boyd, Dula Gerald [vf o leedham Goram Bord?l 6 Jun 1898-14 Mar 1988 
Bord, Emilr Prances v/o Clrde Winston Bora?] 7 Jun 1922-26 May 1989 
Boyd, Ernest Lloyd 1 Feb 1907-25 Oct 1956 
Bord, Hoke Homer 17 Jul 1912-
Boyd, Isedore Lenora Bo7d [w/o D. 0. Boydl 14 lpr 1866-17 Apr 1889 
Boyd, Lillian L. [v/o N1llia1 Morgan Boid11 23 Oct 1905-5 May 1975 
Boyd, Mary Duncan f wlo Hoke Bomer Bord? g Jan 1920-
Boyd, Kary Louise v7o Claud F. Boyd] Feb 1918-3 Jan 1959 
Boyd, leedham :oram 22 Oct 1892-2 ~ep 1956 Boyd, Rebecca w{o Rev. Daniel Bord 2 Sep 1817-24 Dec 1897 
Boyd, Thurman i son 19 Jul 1895-1 Jul 1979 
Bord, William Culberth 6 Apr 1880-15 Kar 1947 
Boyd William Morgan 1887-1961 
Branton, Ji111r Mathews [s/o Mr. •Mrs. J. !. Brantonl 19 Jun 1947-22 Jun 1947 
Brewer, Fannie Grahaa [v/o C. P. Brewer] 26 Oct 1901-12 Peb 1987 
Brown, Allie G. 1885-1932 
Brown, Elsie Jo Hardee 10 Aug 1936-12 Sep 1983 
Brovn, J. E. l"Ji1111ie") 1954-1987 
Brown, James Edgar 19 Jan 1933-21 Aug 1973 
Brown, Sidney Dickie 18 !pr 1918-29 Jan 1988 
Bryan, Robert Grayson 12 Har 1921-9 Xov 1977 
Bryan, Robert W. 13 Peb 1884-28 Jan 1960 
Bryan1 Viola Butlrr [v/o Robert w. Bryavl 17 Aug 1888-18 Jun 1982 Brrant, Beaulah 1/0 k. Xpllie Brrant?J 13 lov 1890-4 Mar 1957 
Bryant, Blanche Barrel~oi [v/o James ldolph~s Brrantl 7 lov 1883-25 Feb 1963 
Brrant, Charlotte R. l• o Giles L. Brrant?J 18~4-1914 







































































Bryant, Giles L. 1834-1915 
Bryant, Barry Leon 30 Mar 1909-29 Aug 1961 
Bryant, Benrr D. ['/o F. D. & Aura J. Brrintl 18 Oct 1902-29 Sep 1907 
Bryant, Jake B. fs o M. N. & L. B. Bryant] 15 Kay 1915-2 Jan 1922 
Bryant, James Ado p us 29 Jan 1872-20 Jun 1946 
Bryant, Joseph Carter [Capt Air Natl Guard Korea AM & OLC] 21 Jun 1929-24 Sep 1957 
Bryant, LeRoy [fFG US Army Korea 12751 4 Aug 1932-4 May 1975 
Bryant, Lou Ida [v/o Roy o. Brrant?J 22 Apr 1903-
Bryant, M. lollie 9 Feb 1881-24 Jan 1950 
Bryant, Hollie Levis [v{o Willie Brrant] 29 Aug 1886-18 Kay 1958 
Bryant, Ror o. 18 OcE 897-24 Oct 985 
Bryant, Simeon Roscoe 12 Jul 1903-14 Kar 1966 
Bryant, Willie Alvie 29 Sep 1882-18 Sep 1957 
Brrantl [inf. of R. o. Bryant] 2 Kar 1923 
Bu loc1,-eryQe 9 Feb 1901-26 April 1987 
Bullock, Essie Grainger [v/o Clyde Bullock?] 15 Mar 1906-22 Dec 1969 
Bullock, Frances 22 May 1927-9 Dec 1982 
Bullock, George Roscoe [Sil US lavy Ill!] 22 Oct 1925-9 Aug 1988 
Bullock, Margaret Parker fv/o George Roscoe Bullock?] 1 Apr 1932-
Butler, Altamont Zarco 16 iov 1912-2 Kay 1988 
Butler, Benjamin S. l Mar 1883-17 Jan 1939 
Butler, Bunnie Levis [1/0 lalcolm C. Butler] 10 May 1893-28 Jun 1982 
Butler, Carrie K. [1/0 b. James Butlerl 8 ~ul 1872-28 Sep 1961 
Butler, D. James 31 Mar 1872-24 Jan 1938 
Butler, Earl I. 26 Sep 1910-8 Sep l932 
Butler, !Illa B. fv/o John M. Butler 1854-1939 
Butler, Geneva 20 lov 1907-30 Sep 914 
Butler, George C. 2 Mar 1879-3 Oct 1939 
Butler, Issie P. fw[o George C. Butler?] 16 Jun 1880-15 Dec 1928 
Butler, Iva lilhel11na 8 Oct 1916-22 Jun 1966 
Butler, John M. 1854-1924 
Butler, Joyce Rea 31 Mar 1904-6 Dec 1966 
Butler, Lenon C. 15 Mar 1912-31 Dec 1959 
Butler, lalcol1 c. 19 Dec 1885-2 Aug 1954 
Butler, Kasie Bannister [v/o Benjamin S. Butler] 28 Mar 1885-21lug1958 
Cannon, A. Prank 10 Jun 1910-17 Apr 1978 
Cannon, Albert Franklin 4 Jan 1867-28 Jan 1937 
Cannon, Bill Davis [v/o Thur1an Oneal Cannon?] 6 Aug 1944-28 lov 1973 
Cannon, Burroughs P. 4 Jun 1915-1 Dec 1985 
Cannon, Carreise [inf d/o G. M. Cannon d. 1927 
Cannon, Carrie Lewis tw/o Gurley Cannon 31 Mar 1909-30 Apr 1930 
Cannon, Charles Jasptr 16 Jan 1885-6 Jfn 1929 
Cannon, Ellen S1ith 1/0 John I. Cannon} 1888-1957 
Cannon, Pannie !dnt 1all [v/o ieorge I. Cannon] 26 Apr 1925-
Cannon, George I. tUS Army VkII 2 Sep 1923-18 lov 1987 
Cannon, Grace G. trw/o A. Prank annon?J 20 Oct 1905-23 lug 1978 
Cannon, Gurliese inf. d/o G. M. Cannon] d. 1927 
Cannon, Bastr Olvelee 2 Peb 1914-18 PeS 1958 
Cannon, Benrr B. 1917-1988 [PDl 
Cannon, J. Quince 9 Oct 1893-23 Jan 1966 
cannon, James Brrant 3 Jan 1915-14 Kov 1982 
Cannon, James la don 22 Jul 1932-15 Peb 1973 
Cannon, Jason Viola 12 Dec 1929-7 Peh 1982 
Cannon, John K. 1165-1244 Cannon, Levie L. ( Teah } 12 Peh 1904-20 Jun 1989 
Cannon, Lullar Murtie [1/0 Gurley Cannon] 1904-1929 
Cannon, Mary B. Porter [w/o Jason Viola Cannon?] 30 lov 1934-
Cannon, Marr P. [v/p j· Quince caanon?l 24 KaI 1899-Cannon, Mar{ Levis lV o tevie L. Teab Cannon 4 lov 1906-
Cannon, Ker in K. f 1/0 fames lladon Cannon?] Jul 1934-
Cannon, lancr Addeline 'ko Albert Frankl in Cannon] 22 Peb 1881-16 Kar 1962 
Cannon, Thelma Bord f•/o urroughs P. Cannon?] 11 Oct 1921-
Cannon, Thurman Onea 9 Apr 1942-3 lov 1969 
capps, George 1. 2f ~ug 1899-12 Aug 1960 Capps Pearl Soles •lo George I. Capps?J 1 Mar 1918-
Carrof l, Annie Lou \lq lathan •rte• Carroll'f] 1945-1987 [PD] Carroll, Eva Mae G. v/o Woodrow I. Carroll? 12 Jun 1918-
Carroll, George Pear ie 27 Dec 1893-19 Sep 949 






































































Carroll, Isie lealy [1/0 William A. Carrolll 1870-1940 
Carroll, Ja1es Carlton 25 Aug 1935-29 Aug 1976 
Carroll, Joe 12 Jul l899-l Dec 1976 
Carroll, Kary Jollie ••lo Willia• E. Carroll] 16 Mar 1909-
Carroll, lathan 1•1te ) 1939-1988 [FD] 
Carroll, Rosa T. (m. 2 Peb 1918 Joe Carroll) 16 Aug 1897-
Carroll, Rosella Sucks r1[0 Wiliiam Eugene Carroll?I 28 Oct 1938-
Carroll, Ruth stricklana [1/0 Ja1es Carlton Carroll 21 Jul 1943-
Carroll, Ruth Todd [1/0 George Pearlie Carroll?] 2 lov 1901-19 Sep 1974 
Carroll, William A. S Afr 1870-27 Dec 1936 
Carroll, William Edvard PFC OS Ar1y] 23 Apr 1907-13 Mar 1982 
Carroll, William Eugene 13 Apr 1939-14 Mar 1982 
Carroll, Woodrow W. 17 Dec 1912-11 Sep 1965 
Carroll, [inf. d/o Billy Roy & Myrtie Carroll] 1 Dec 1960 
Carter, 1:-viiice 9 'ar 1887-29 Apr 1957 
Carter, Grace Suggs ld/o L. D. & Jeanette Suggs, v/o Joe I. Carter] 6 Aug 1905-31 Kar 1988 
Carter, Isadora Jordan 1907-1974 
Carter1 lilpha Ida [1/0 I. Yance Carter?l 18 Sep 1877-1 Peb 1939 Cartrett, Mantha Ann 22 Dec 1826-9 Apr 1920 
Cartrette, Conley A. 23 !ov 1879-26 loY 1948 
Cartrette, Dargan P. 20 Apr 1882-24 lov 1956 
Cartrette, George M. 23 Mar 1867-29 Jan 1939 
Cartrette, Georgia A. rv[o George W. Cartrette?] 10 Peb 1864-11 lov 1943 
Cartrette, Gilbert B. 1869-1931 
Cartrette, Bovell 2 Apr 1826-6 Feb 1892 
Cartrette, Bowell M. 7 Kay 1874-2 lov 1951 
Cartrette, Ida [sisto Martha A. Cartreite"l 22 lov 1887-4 Jul 1986 Cartrette, Ja1es T. SC PVT OS Ar1y WWI 6 Aug 1892-19 Dec 1955 
Cartrette, John P. 9 lov 1843-7 Oct l 95 
· Cartrette, Julian I. [Staff S9t Intelligence Dept. OS Army l AIP] 1899-1933 
Cartrette, Laura Peare~ [,. Gilbert B. Cartrette 9 Jan 1895 21 la7 1872-2 Apr 1961 
Cartrette, Martha A. Lsis o Ida CartretteJ 23 Jov 1879-29 ov 1962 
Cartrette, Mary A. 24 lov 1835-9 lov 1910 
Cartrette, Mellie M. f d/o J. P. & Se1antha Cartrette] 22 Joy 1884-8 Oct 1895 
Cartrette, P. 23 lov 1}17-7 Dec 1893 
Cartrette, Rosa Matts 1/0 Millie Pearce Cartrette] 18 Jov 1892-3 Jov 1986 
Cartrette, Se1antha [w o tohn P. Cartrette?l 28 Jul 1848-7 Sep 1932 
Cartrette, Millie Pearce Veteran MMIJ 1896-1951 
Causer, Calvin Ch,is LSP4 s Ar11 Vietnam 8 Jun 1951-10 Dec 1972 
Causey, Cleason s/o Oscar & Sallie Powe 1 Causey] 22 Apr 1926-6 Aug 1967 
Causey, Dora 10 ay 18§6-23 Sep 1941 
Causey, George Mend,11 [s/o Oscar & Maude M. Causeyl 5 Aug 1951-23 Ma{ 1970 
Causey, Kary Lou fd o Dermie & Julia C. Causey] 22 Jan 1950-31 Aug 950 
Causey, Kinnie 118 -1950 
Causey, Oscar 27 Mar 1890-23 Oct 1974 
Causey, Paul Deraie [OS Marine Cor~s, WWII] 19 Sep 1923-30 Aug 1975 
Causey, Sallie [1/f Oscar Causey, d/o Mr. & Mrs. J. c. Powell] 12 Sep 1898-18 Jan 1934 
Causey, Selia Lee 1/0 Rudolph CauseJl l Peb 1926-8 Oct 1943 
Causey, rin{. s'o Oscar Causey [n.d.] ChaYis, ITTiii D. Co 2 SC Inf., Spanish A1erican Marl [n.d. 1 
ChaJis, Daisy Seo t r1/o Allen D. CbaYis?] 17 Apr 1895-6 Jul 1984 
Chestnut, Ale1ander l. 1835-18!7 
Chestnut, Bettie Sue rd/o Leon • Isla Chestnut] 16 loJ 1933-19 Feb 1934 
Chestnut, Elisabeth 19 Jul 1864-1 Jui 1925 
Chestnut, Isla Mae [w/o Leon Chestnut 19 May 1913-14 Jun 1957 
Chestnut, Leon 6 Jun 1912-19 Aul 196 
~t::i::i: i:~!·1:r·r1,~0A~:~!n~ersi~ ~t::i::iJ1 1 11!~-ii~i- 2 Mar 1932 
Cifers, Amos 17 Feb 1886-27 Feb 1954 
Cifers, Sadie C. 15 Mar 1885-16 Apr 1963 
Collins, Alma Suggs 10 lov 1907-27 Jan 1977 
Collins, Bettr Jo 19 Jan 1928-9 Dec 1928 
Collins, Callie 23 MJY 1884-2 Kar 1901 
Collins, Essie Matts L1/o leedba1 Thomas Collins'j] 15 Jun 1892-4 Jov 1983 
Collins, Goldie Gladys ~ordan [w/o A. T. Collins 6 Jun 1910-10 Apr 1950 
Collins, Malinda 1866-1945 
Collins, leedha1 Thomas 3 Apr 1886-17 Aug 1975 
Conner, Floyd 6 lov 1910-4 May 1956 
Conner, Tommie 26 Jun 1912-16 Jan 1943 







































































Cook, Essie H. [1/0 Grady Cook] 13 Jun 1916-
Cook, Grady 27 Apr 1915-3 Feb 1986 {Ch: Marjorie, Basel, Carl, Roy, Brenda, Lanny) 
Cooper, R. McDuffie l Jun 1884-26 Aug 1942 
Cooper, Rosa Tompkins [w/o R. McDuffie Cooper] 10 Har 1882-8 Feb 1957 
Cooper Thomas C. 3 Oct 1913-3 Oct 1964 
Covington, Habel Hardwick [w/o Harold Jennings Hardwick] 5 Oct 1922-8 Jul 1972 
Cox, Annie Belle Tompkins 26 Feb 1914-23 Hay 1932 
- Co1, Bertha Boyd [w/o Samuel Bert Co1?l 20 Apr 1899-9 Jun 1989 
Co1, Callie Jordan 12 Hay 1870-1 Oct 1947 
Cox, D. J. Ravenwood 5 Jan 1856-6 lov 1923 
Cox, Daisy H. 21 Apr 1887-18 Hay 1970 
Cox, Delia E. [1/0 H. D. Cox] 15 Aug 1834-28 lov 189~ 
Cot, E. J. [1{0 Ji; Cox?] age 65 yrs 3 mos 6 days n.d. l 
Co1, Fannie E ta l1/o James Pl Cox?l 3 Jui 1873-16 ul 1958 Cox, Grier D. Pvt US Armr iii 1 26 Kar 1890-21 Dec 1973 
Cox, Hallie 1 Ja; }899-22 Jun 1922 
Cot, Bazel Powell ld o I. H. & Onie R. Powell] 24 May 1926-25 Dec 1982 
Cox, James P. 3 Jun 1859-26 lov 1929 
Cox, Jim 3 Kar 1839-14 Au~ 1925 
Cox, John Everette [inf. s o Mary Hardwick & Olin C. Co1] [n.d.] 
Cox, John V. 28 Jun 1860- 0 Sep 1923 
Cox, Lenora Patterson [1/0 D. J, Ravenwood Cox] 1Feb1859-16 Aug 1928 
Cox, Lonie B. 3 Oct 1894-15 Aug 1952 
Cox, Luther ls/o Willie P. Cox] 30 Dec 1916-25 Feb 1925 
Cox, H. D. i7 Jun 1834-15 Mar 1910 
Cox, Martha J. [w/o Willie P. Cox?l 20 May 1884-6 Sep 1924 
Co1, Karr L. f w/o Olin c. Cox?l 17 Har 1886-24 Aug 1966 
Co1, Ma70 9 Dec 1892-21 Jun 1968 
Co1, Olin C. 2 Oct 1883-6 Apr 1935 
Co1, Olin C., Jr. [s/o Marr Hardwick & Olin c. Cot] 16 Aug 1913-19 lov 1913 
Co1, Ralph Baltin [While in the service of his country he fell from a deck of a ship in the 
American shipyards and was instantly killed] 10 Apr 1899-17 Mar 1918 
Co1, Sam Pink [Tee 5 US Army Vllll 27 lov 1917-17 Apr 1978 
Co1, Samuel Bert 12 Sep 1883-11 pr 1935 
Co1, Vick Long [w/o Grier D. Co1? 16 Jan 1895-7 Aug 1986 
Co1, Willie P. 2b Jan 1865-31 Ju 1949 
~::; ---~ f t~f: ~~: ~:~J l:~~:t~l t ~It~ ~: ~:~11 1 fn~~~1 1922 
Curtiii;""t'eslie Roberts 15 Hay 1902-20 lov 1971 
Dorser, Diaon [s/o J. M. ' B. B. Dorsey] 22 Feb 1914-25 Sep 1914 
Dorsey, Elisabeth ~adena Gerrald [1/0 Jehn H. Dorsey] 1934-1960 
Dorsey, Battie B. 1/0 Joe Mann Dorser?J 1894-1970 
Dorsey, J. I. 27 an 1836-23 lov 1918 
Dorsey, James C. 6 Sep 1882-15 Jun 1935 
Dorsey, James K. [s'o J. K. & B. B. Dorsey] 7 lov 1917-11 Oct 1918 
Dorsey, Joe Kann 1 80-1960 
Dorsey, John Belson, Jr. 29 Jan 1971-11 Jun 1987 
Dorsey, Margaret L. [1/0 J. I. Dorsey] 22 A9g 1848-26 Jul 1914 
Dorsey, Miriam i. f d/o J. M. & Battie DorseyJ 1912-1932 
Doraan, Allon 21 lun 1931-5 lov 1942 
Dorian, Arthur J. 22 Kar 1882-13 Jul 1956 
Dorian, Baker [s/o B. c. & Agness Dor11an] 1897-1901 
Dorman, Benjamin Care~s 1855-1925 Dorman, Blanche G. 110 Herbert B. Dorman?] 1902-1972 
Dorman, Carrie G. f 1/0 Arthur J. Dorman?] 4 Oct 18~1-13 Jul 1932 
Dorman, Catherine lgnes f 1/0 Benjamin Capers Dorman] 1860-1934 
Doraan, Coleen 20 Oct 1927-13 Oct 1929 
Dorman, Collini. 27 Sep 1881-16 Mar 1928 
Dorman, Er~estine [d'o Isaac & Loula Mae Dorman] 8 Jun 1935 
Dorman, Fannie !. 2 l~v 1880-5 Dec 1961 
Dor11an, Florence Bater 1/0 Marshall Culbreth DQrman?] 17 Feb 1866-8 Jul 1953 
Dorman, Herbert B. SC ook Co B ll8th Inf, NMIJ 1 Jun 1894-14 Jun 1963 
Dorman, Isaac Ho1ar 7 Oct 1898-7 lov 197J 
Dorman, Ja1es M. 12 Sep 1865-29 Har 1938 
Dorman, Jesse o. [SC PfC US Army, Vil PBl 30 Kay 18,4-28 Kay 1958 
Dorman, Jimmie Oliver [s/o J. O. & Ruby Selle Dorman] 14 Jan 1946-11 Jul 1946 
Dorman, John A. 23 Sep 1858-18 Hay 1938 
Dorman, Loula Mae Hardee 4 Feb 1898-6 Jul 1975 





































































Dorian, Magalene tinf .] 20 Apr 1921-7 D~c 1921 
Dorman, Mamie E. •{o of J!hn A. Dor1an?J 13 Peb 1860-27 Mar 1930 Dorian, Marden 1 l -1989 PD] 
Dorian, Marshall Culbreth buried at Union, SCl 29 Peb 1884-20 Jan 1950 
Dorian, Mertie [s/o B. C. Agness Dorian] 1878-1882 
Dorman, Orival 4 lov 1921-26 Jul 1923 
Doraan, Rodie ~Ila 2 Jul 1874-14 Mlr 1942 Dorman, inf. of M. O. Dorman 14 Dec 1937 
Dravdf, f£1iiT ardee 19tl·l984 [PD Dorman, Luer Lois Cribb d/o Daniel & Bett{ Cribb] 6 Oct 1921-4 Sep 1942 
Daves, Beverlr Mofft'tt l Jan 1926-7 Jun 953 
Devane, Bettr Moir d/o Archie L. & Priscilla L. Moir] 11 Jul 1925-17 Oct 1987 
Devane, Brbert Tolson [Ma,·or us !r11 II II 1 lorea, 1. Bettr Moir 4 lov 19441 20 Jul 1918-DeVane, Robert Geraldine d/o R. s. & lreather B. Devane] 18 Mar 1907-6 Jul 1910 
Devane, Robert s. 1871-} SS Devane, lreather Bunt v o R. S. Devane] 1883-1959 
Dor11an, Jinnie Barris v/o lellJ Dorian] 1878-1955 
Dorian, lell7 1870-19 4 
Dor1an, Pauline Watts 1916-1937 
Dute, Thomas Clifton 14 Aug 1941-11 Dec 1965 
Duke, Thoaas 1110 26 lov 1909-6 Jul 1980 
Duke, Winifred Iapps [v/o Tho1as Elio Duke?] 24 Maf 1918-27 Jul 1988 
Drson, Essie Causer [y/o lillia1 Benrr Drsonl 6 Jul 1912-25 Dec 1986 
Drson, William Benrr l•· Essie Causer 2 Jul 1938] 26 Mar 1910-18 Jul 1953 
Davis, J. Prettie l'derson [v/o Rev. James C. Davisl 1874-1936 
Dor1an, Addie B. ft o John R. borman?] 6 Sep 1869-19 Oct 1951 
Dor1an, Angie 5 lar 1858-14 Jul 1918 · 
Dor1an, Brookie 28 lov 1883-18 !pr 1908 
Dor1an, Cheetha1 1931-1952 
Dorman, Curtis M. ltll-1952 
Dorian, Dollie lae v/o Sam M. Dof1an?l 31 Oct 1900-31 Aug 1983 
Dorllll, Joe Cephus 0 Sep 1896-21 or 22) Jul 1964 
Dorian, John R. 4 Jul 1867-29 lov 1950 
Dorman, Margaret H. [v'o Purifof M. Dor11n?] 23 Jun 1870-30 Sep 1948 
Dor1an, Olive 15 Jul l 59-10 Peb 1872 
Dorman, PurifoJ M. 12 Dec 1865-13 Jan 1939 
Dor1an, Sa1 M. 25 Sep 1889-27 Jan 1948 
Dor1an, Sarah (lrs.) 26 lov 1881-1 Jul 1916 
Dor1an, Stanle1 11 MaJ 1890-25 Oct 1954 
Dor1an, I. H. 3 Peb 1851-12 Jun 1936 
Dor1an, lilson 24 Jun 1881-24 Jun 1949 
Dorian, Wilson M. 30 lug 1829-7 Sep 18~1 Durant, Eli1a J, fw/o z. Ta1lor Durant 26 Jtn 1856-3 Aug 1917 
Durant, Gertie latEs f1/o Leror Beat{ urant?J 6 Apr 1889-24 lov 1966 
Durant, Battie [inf• a/o Elisa J. & . Taflor Durant] 22 lot 1876-10 Mar 1878 
Durant, John Henrr B~other 26 Sep 1914-9 8ar 1969 
Durant, L. B., Jr. [s/o L. B. & M. G. Durant] 30 Sep 1922-13 Dec 1924 
Durant, Leor1 Blatr 1 Dec 1881-28 Jun 1955 
Durant, Z. T. Co. B 'anigaults SC !rtr CS!l 13 Mar 1846-5 Jan 1918 Dudlef, lartha e1is f1 o Oliver Cromwell Dudle1J 10 Jan 1868-22 lov 1939 
DudleJ, Oliver Cr011etl 23 Peb 1855-21 Jun 1932 
ld1ards, Eleatha 25 Dec 1897-26 Mar 1949 
Edwards, Quinc1 Otto [Baptist minister] 5 lov 1898-22 Dec 1971 
Edwards, lillia1 Eltei 1919-1937 Edwards, Willie P. s o C. E. & H. M. Edwards] 24 Sep 1907-23 Dec 1910 
Eidson, Harrr L. 1 O -1938 
Eidson, Louise StanleJ Iapps [w{o Harr1 L. Eidson?] 1889-1970 
Edge, Chirtr [w/o I. H. Edge] 866-1934 
Edge, Cora Ida ~yler 13 Oct 1876-19 Jan 1966 
Edge, David Earl !Children: Buffie ' Briget) 18 lar 1954-4 Jun 1976 
Edge, Pird P. 3 OY 1888-11 Kar 1J43 . 
Edge, Isie Tyler w/o rird P. Edge 27 lfY 1879-22 Mar 1961 
Edge, Magaline Ph1pfs w/o Robert . !dgeJ 17 Apr 1935-17 Jun 1953 
Edge, Mattie Soles w'o ~ollie Kilson Edge?] 8 Dec 1902-15 Sep 1987 
Edge, Mollie cafse1 Aug 1902-23 Kov 1979 
Edge, lancr C. 1/0 r· P. Edge] 20 Oct 1848-10 Oct 1911 Edge, Voll1e Ii son PPC us Army III) 12 Sep 1894-13 Oct 1978 
Edge, I. P. 29 Dec 845-26 Mar 1923 






































































Edge, lade Ba1pton 21 Oct 1866-10 Dec 1950 
Edge, William Bord [s/o Vollie & Harr Jane Edge] 20 Oct 1951-20 Jan 1952 
Paulk, I. B. 15 Mar 1853-4 Aug 1907 
Felder, Ivans D. 1879-1954 
Felder, Minnie L. [v/o Evans D. Pelderl 1893-19i3 
Fields, Claibourn tee [s/o A. D. & Lillie Fields 13 Har 1900-5 Oct 1916 
Fields, [inf. s/o A. n. & Lillie Fields] Jul 1911-10 Jul 1911 
Fipps, Benrr Bruce, Jr. ~s/o Benrr B. & Daphne Fipps] 26 Dec 1949-24 Har 1950 
Fisher, Barrr w. 6 Mar .9n6-24 Jan 1974 
Floyd, Burnie I 5 Feb 1884 
Floyd, Claudie [v/o B. W. Plotd] 2 Aug 1890-4 Dec 1987 
Fiord, Dallas Frasier [s/o B. I. & M. c. Plord] 26 Oct 1918-5 Dec 1918 
Floyd, J. Bbbi' 8 Auq 1905-§ Dec 1972 
Floyd, Jane [v o I. I. Floyd] 6 Feb 1860-3 Sep 1904 
Floyd, Levis B. [Graldson of James Floyd, Sr., s/o Levis B. Floyd, father of 
Hatthev T. Plord 20 Oct 1814-12 lov 188~ 
Plord, M. Elisabeth v/o J. Ibbie Plord?] 17 Jul 1910-3 Apr 1989 
Plord, H. J, 1855-1 25 
Plord, Matthew T. 16 Jun 1853-7 Jan 1924 
Floyd, Merrell Worth 22 Dec 1909-1 Mar 1951 
Flord, Perdie M. [1 In Memorr Of 1 ] 19 Jan 1886-23 lov 1886 
Plord, Robert M. [s/o H. T. & Sarah M. Flord] 4 Mar 1881-4 Feb 1911 
Floyd, Rose Bolt 27 lov 1877-4 feb 1922 
Plord, Sarah M. [v[o M. T. Plord] 3 Jun 1857-27 Oct 1932 
Plord, srnthia Strickland [v/o Levis B. Plofdl 9 Mar 1812-28 Jun 1885 
Flofd, To11r Hardrick [aarker in Hardrick ol] 
Pord, Bord RiYers Sr. l Oct 1912-17 Aug 1'72 
Ford, !Ya Graha1 fv/o Bord Rivers Pord, Sr.] 28 Sep 1915-1 Dec 1974 
Ford, Fannie Ploiers [v/o Walter Bprd Pordl 30 Auq 1890-13 Dec 1971 
Ford, Robert H. Cpl Os !rmr1 WIIIJ 18 Oc( 1921-22 Jan 1978 Pord, Walter Bof i6 lov 18~1-9 Jul 1970 
Ford, [inf. s/o Robert M. Fordl 12 lov 1948 
Po1ler:-liies leYi; [inf. s/o Jaaei t. & Basel L. Po1lerl 24 Oct 1973 
Freeaan, Orian D. lSCT QS !rmr WII 20 Jun 1195-12 Feb 1968 
Freeman, Ruth lill1a1s [v'o Orlan . Preeaan? 22 Aug 1903-5 Sep 1984 
Frierson, James Boward 2 Sep 1934-31 Dec 19 9 
Pullaore, Elaine Todd 16 Ma~ 1947-17 Jul 1981 
Pullvood, Glidie Jernigan [1 o Rev. I. 1ho11s Pull1ood?l 11 Apr 1890-31 Jul 1965 
Pullvood, Pennie Y. [1/0 I. • Pullvood 24 Aug 1880-30 Mar 1934 
Fullwood, I. Tho1as {Rev.) 5 Jun 1878- 5 Mar 1955 
Putrill, D. B. [853-1918 Futrill, Battie d/o Dave Futrill] 1885-1945 
Putrill, Martha . l Oct 1841-28 Oct 1930 
GandJ, Vernon B[orardt [SC PVT US Army VIII] 1 Haf 1910-23 May 1962 
Gause, Dollie Jordan 1/0 Orren Teadmon Gause} 1897-1944 
Gause, Edsel f s/o B. • Gausel Mar 1938-Jul 938 
Gause, B. looaard 27 Har 1905-16 Auq 1981 
Gause, Ora Cannon [v/o B. Woodard Gause?] 3 Mar 1907-
Gause Orren Teadllon 1886-1977 
Geral~, A. C. 10 §ar 18§1-8 Apr 1912 
Gerald, Bonnie F. Pet [v/o V. H. Calvin Gerald?l 9 Mar 1900-28 Sep 1961 
Gerald, Carrie Bell I. [v/o Hclinler Gerald?] 1906-1986 
Gerald, Daniel T. 21 lov 1839-27 Auq 1910 
Gerald, E. L. 21 Ja; 1866-6 Mal 1914 Gerald, Emma Dora [d o L. C. & ouisa Gerald; aqe 9 rrs, 2 10s] 6 Jul 1870-Sep 1879 
Gerald, Pella 7 Mar 1900-5 Jul 1958 
Gerald, Ida c. (Missl 24 Dtc 1873-14 Mar 1947 
Gerald, John W. 1939-1972 PD] 
Gerald, Levi C. 25 Dec 184 -7 Jan 1911 
Gerald, Lewis Asberr' 17 Sep 1878-1 Jun 1954 Gerald, Lillie Etta d/o D. T. & Harr Gerald) 23 Aug 1882-13 Auq 1885 
Gerald, Louisa [d{o .J. & Bapser Putrill/v/o L. C. Gerald/1. l Sep 1869] 15 Peb 1851-8 Sep 18 
Gerald, Marr A. 8 Feb 1841-11 Mar 1922 
Gerald, Mcl1nler 1 Mack1 1898-1961 
Gerald, Mellie 2 Mar 1859-14 Dec 1933 
Gerald, Retha M. [v/o Pella Gerald?] 31 Aug 1906-24 Mar 1960 
Gerald, I. H. Calvin 28 Mar 1881-1 lov 1955 




































































Gerald, William [n.d.] 
Gerald, Willia1 (Mrs.} [n.d. 1 
Gerald, [inf. dlo Auber£ & Betty Gerald] 2 Sep 1959 
Gerald ~~[inf. s]o M. K. Gerald] 12 Oct 1939-12 Oct 1939 
GerralA,~rat [s/o Fella & Retha Cerrald] 20 Kar 1935-28 Jan 1940 
Gerrald, 3 infs of Asa C. & Ella c. GerraldJ 
Gibson, Thomas eaver {s/o Rev. T. F. & Margaret L. Gibson] 11Aug1889-12 Jan 1908 
Goodyear, E. Van 1900-1978 
Goodyear, Emma Lee [1/0 T. P. Goodyear] 11 Feb 1886-14 Feb 1943 
Goodyear, Garie Grainger Ctrroll [v/o !. Pert Goodrear?] 16 !ov 1891-16 Oct 1981 
Goodyear, Joseph Ste~ard uncle of Harian & Edwin Lewis] 21Apr1909-12 Jul 1982 
Goodrear, Ruths. 1/0 E. an Goodrear?J 1896-1965 
Goodyear, Samuel C audius 1lov1877-1 Jun 1948 
Goodrear, T. Pert 8 Mfr 1880-17 Jul 1965 
Goodyear, Veta Holmes l•/o Samuel Claudius Goodyear?] 8 Aug 1886-
Gore, Charles d. 1907 
Gore, Flora Ball 1931-1932 
Gore, Florence Hardwick fv'o William G. Gore] 19 Jan 1880-17 Jun 1964 
Gore, Herman I. 30 Sep 18 6-2 Kay 1961 
Gore, J. Alton 29 Jun 1910-23 Apr 1989 
Gore, J. P. •Jake• 22 Feb 1916-25 Feb 1983 
Gore, Lisa Melindr [d/o Paul D. & ~oretta J. Gorel 25 Dec 1964-4 Mar 1984 Gore, Loretta J. 1/0 Paul D. Gore 27 Kar 1936-10 Oct 1972 
Gore, Mack Leon 5 Aug 1919-21 Fe 1937 
Gore, Kary Lee [1~0 J. P. •Jate• Go;e?} 1914-1953 
Gore, Mattie Lee •{o J. Alton Gore 909-26 Jan 1952 
Gore, Paul D. 9 u 1931-26 Sep 19 8 
Gore, Millia1 G. 18 Jan 1871-28 Jan 1938 
Graham, Alfred Dockery 4 Sep 1924-30 Dec 1924 
Graham, Charlie Allen }899-1906 
Graham, Elisabeth V [1 o Joseph Henry Grahaa?] 1864-1946 
Graham, Ernest L. {se Sgt Supply Det QMC Mil' 20 Mar 1892-30 May 1958 
Graham, Eva KcQueen [1/0 Ottis Morgan Graham?l 8 Jun 1905-1 Sep 1967 
Graham, Fannie El1ina [1/0 John Quincr Graham? 20 Jan 1871-5 Jan 1958 
Graham, Flossie Johnson 19 Jun 1920-26 Jun 19 6 
Graha1, J. Verner 28 Oct 1891-30 Jun 1947 
Graham, Jaaes Dock [vfteran 1111 26 Sep 1893-12 Kar 1952 
Graha1, Jaaes Quincr SC PVT OS lrar NIIJ 2 Jul 1897-28 Dec 1963 
Graham, James Quincy, Jr. 5 Sep 1923-
Grahaa, John Michael [s/o Joseph Walter & Lucille Carter Graha1] 20 May 1942-21 Oct 1944 
Graha1, John Quincy 23 Dec 1866-13 Apr 1928 
Graha1, JosepK Henry 1860-1931 
Grah11, Joseph Walter Sr. 12 Kay 1906-16 Dec 1969 
Graha1, Laura Blanch {1/0 Teanie Fletcher Graha1?J 1900-1988 
Grah11, Laura Springs [r/o Willia• B Graham] 15 Kar 18l3- 12 Dec 1957 
Grahaa, Lula Mae ~acts 1. Jaaes Dock Graha1 1 Jan 1925 31 Mar 1906-3 Feb 1972 
Graham, Mabel K. 1/0 Russell Clinch Grah11?] 9 May 19 7-21 Jan 1976 
Graha1, Mack Aurt or [GA SP 5 OS Aray Yietna1] 10 Oct 1949-5 Dec 1973 
Graham, Ottis Morgan 30 Jun 1903-3 May 1978 
Graha1, Russell Clinch I' lot 1902-25 Sep 1958 Grah11, Sarah Johnson [1 o Ernest L. Grabam 7 Jul 1900-6 lov 1946 
Graham, Teanie Fletcher Ptt OS Ar11 III] Oct 1894-24 Mar 1979 
Graha1, Yitian Anderson 1/0 James Quincy Graham, 1r·~ 26 Aug 1934-
Grahai, Willia• Ernest [t. Louise Fore 20 Apr 1940 3 May 1916-26 Jan 1950 
Graham, lilliaa Hampton m. Laura Springs l~ Oct l 97 25 Mar 1876-6 Oct 1956 
Grainger, A. Marion 10 al 1891-16 Sep 1940 
Grainger, Belle Todd [v/o . Marion Grainger?] l Jul 1900-15 Jan 1958 
Grainger, Burgo 22 Ju' 1910-8 Apr 1910 Grainger, Charlotte [1 o Daniel Grainger] 8 Jun 1852-9 Sep 1915 
Grainger, Cheffo B. 2 Jan 1904-7 Mar 1959 
Grainger, Cordie Edgf [1/0 Louis Bradler Grainger?] 20 Apr 1892-30 Kar 1974 
Grainger, Coston J. sfo A. M. GraingerJ 15 lug 1917·6 Dec 1917 
Grainger, Dani'l 21 Jan-11 May 
Grainger, Ed lMarter n.d. 1 
Grainger, Harrison 10 Oct 1845-20 May 1928 
Grainger, Belen Coi 23 lov 1876-15 Aug 1957 
Grainger, Isaac I. 7 Sep 1912-21 Feb 1935 
Grainger, Lola Todd 24 Jun 1899-4 Aug 1952 
Grainger, Lottie Jones [v/o N. R. R. Grainger, Confederate Veteran] 3 Feb 1884-12 lov 1977 







































































Grainger, Louis Bradlef [s/o Daniel Grainger, Baptist minister] 21 Jul 1887-23 Oct 1958 
Grainger, Kander [mar el, n.d.] Grainger, S. McDaniel s o Daniel Grainger] 15 Feb 1895-31 Aug 1911 
Grainger, Testie Lucile d/o L. P. & Helen Cox Grainger] 1914-1915 
Grainger, Woodrow W. 19 2-1970 [PD] 
Grainger, Woodrow [SC PVT Ord Ham Co WWII] 2 Ja~ 1916-6 Apr 1962 
Grainger, ['s/o A. K. & M. Grainger] [n.d.J 
Gra;nger,:::::::::: s/.o L. B. & Ann c. Gra;nger] [n.d.1
1 
Grainger, slo L. B. & Ann C. Grainger] [n.d. 
Gray, !lisiDefli avrence [d/o Kelson Lawrence & Elisabeth P. Hargraves] 23 lov 1905-2 Sep 1986 
Halfacre, P. s. 1891-1920 
Hamilton, Bernice Bullock 27 Sep 1929-4 Jul 1979 
Hamilton, Bessie Thompkins [v/o Mack Avery •sass• Hatiltonl 29 lov 1893-25 Sep 1918 
Hamilton, Dottie Lee Todd fw{o Rassie Br7an HalliltonJ 21teb1913-11 Jul 1968 
Hamilton, Hamp L. 7 Oct 187 -21 Jun 1920 
Hamilton, James Pope (m. Rosa Lee Cox 24 Dec 19351 5 Dec 1917-10 Apr 1978 
Hamilton, Joseph Leonard [slo Mark & Bern~ce Htmiltonl 19 Jul 1948-28 Oct 1961 
Hamilton, Lula Thompki9s [wlo Kaci Aver1 Boss Hamilton] 16 Oct 1898-20 Jun 1985 
Ra1ilton, Mack Avery ( B9SS ) 7 Sep 1883-15 Peb 1955 
Hamilton, Maude Johnson l•/o Robert O. Bamilton?l 25 Xov 1912-
Hamilton, Bettie [•to Ba1p L. Ha1ilton] 25 •ar 1880-18 Apr 1953 
Hamilton, Olive C. v'o i1llia1 B. Hamilton?] 4 Jan 1840-16 Dec 1916 
Ba1ilton, Onie 189 - Peb 1936 
Ballilton, Otto B. 8 Dec 1886-24 Kar 1920 
Hamilton, Paul Blease [inf s/o K. A. & Bessie Hamilton] d. 18 Sep 1910 
Hamilton, Rassie Br7an 22 Aug 1905-11 Sep 1988 
Ha1ilton, Robert O. 25 Dec 1911-8 Jun 1970 
Hamilton, Roger Osband 21 Feb 1947-3 Jul 1982 
Hamilton, Rosa Lee C91 27 Apr 1920-
Ramilton, Sallie A. l•/o Willie S. Hamilton?] 3 Jun 1884-15 Sep 1951 
Hamilton, William H. (Rev.l 18 Aug 1836-7 Jul 1889 
Hamilton, Willie S. 25 Feb 1880-26 Jan 1944 
Ba1mond, Ployd N. [n.d.] 
Ra111ond, Sousana [v/o Prank Hammond] 1855-4 Aug 1917 
Hardee, A. J. 10 Apr 1850-9 Jul 1915 
Hardee, llezander 5 Apr 1861-12 Aug 1932 
Hardee, Annie [a~e 53\ v/o Geol9e W. Bardeel -26 Peb 1920 Hardee, Arcie [1 o BUQ Hardee? 14 Sep 191~-
Bardee, B. Dov laf 1883-16 ep 1964 
Hardee, Belle R. 26 Jun 1883-19 Kar 1949 
Hardee, Belle f d/o A. L. Hardee] 29 Mar 1886-17 May 1907 
Hardee, Ben 2~ ~ug 1883-27 Jul 1931 
Hardee, Bessie Sprin?s f 1/0 Preston D. Blrdee?l 15 Nov 1915-7 lov 1984 Hardee, Beulah E. [v o naniel B. Hardee? 18 Sep 1875-14 Dec 1940 
Hardee, BillJ Ray1on fSI US lavy, lorea 10 Jun 1930-19 Jul 1980 
Hardee, Blan T. 27 OcE 1900-15 Kar 1936 
Hardee, Blan Tim 'Buck' 22 Sep 1924-1 Peb 1973 
Hardee, Brookie 7 Ka1 1918-27 Ka1 1920 
Hardee, Bud 14 Peb 1911-19 Sep 1952 
Hardee, Carl Gleaton 4 Oct 1935-8 Jul 1937 
Hardee, Cecil 6 Jun 1920-27 lov 1939 
Hardee, Charles Gleaton 28 Feb 1893-23 Aug 1967 
Hardee, Charles N. 3 Kar 187~-lJ Dec 1931 Hardee, Charlotte 1888-1978 FD 
Hardee, D. Henslee 11 Kay 19 3- Dec 1984 
Hardee, Daniel B. 2 lov 1870-5 Har 1924 
Hardee, Danny B. 17 Sep 1942-23 laf 1975 
Hardee, Davia P. 20 Apr 1917-6 Oct 1972 
Hardee, Della A. Qood7ear [v/o George W. Htrdee] 27 lov 1855-16 Sep 1943 
Hardee, Edwin E. ts/o H. T. & H. P. Hardee] 21 Ha{ 1889-29 Jun 1890 
Hardee, Elisabeth R. fv/o Joh~ F] Hardee] 10 Kar 864-10 Dec 1900 
Hardee, Ernest K. 1903-1989 FD 
Hardee, Prances [age 75 yrs, mos, 2 days, v/o John M. Hardee?] 5 Haf 1827-7 Dec 1902 
Hardee, Genavie [s/o lorton H. & PollJ Ann Hardee] 20 Sep 1920-18 Jun 1921 
Hardee, George Benjamin 16 Aug 1874-20 Feb 1952 
Hardee, George W. 2 Jan 1861-5 Kar 1926 
Hardee, George N. 20 ~pr 1851-18 Kar 1919 
Hardee, Gertie Holmes tv/o of W. Oliver Hardee] 7 Sep 1895-2 Haf 1939 






































































Hardee, Helen Martaret Brown [w/o Liston Varne! Hardee?] 10 May 1914-13 Sep 1984 
Hardee, Helen S. w/o Blon T. Hardee?l 3 May 904-22 Sep 1979 
Hardee, Hezekt' ab . "Hezzy" 3 Kov l9b9-14 O~t 1978 
Hardee, Hope slo Joe C. & Jennie Cox HardeeJ 22 Oct 1920-17 Aug 1971 
Hardee, Ida Jordan iw/o Charles W. Hardee?] 3 Dec 1886-4 Jul 1967 
Hardee, Ida Mclabb L6 Oct 1872-7 Auq 1892 
Hardee, Isabella M. [d/o B. B. and M. C. Hardee} 14 May 1874-12 Sep 1882 
Hardee, James Edwin 7 lov 1919-15 !ov 1921 
Hardee, Jennie V. Cox [first v/o Joe C. Hardee] 3 Jan 1899-7 Jan 1921 
Hardee, Joe Cephus 12 Oct 1888-2 Auq 1968 
Hardee, John F. 25 Jul 1854-1Dec1903 
Hardee, John Monroe 8 Kov 1879-18 Dec 1964 
Hardee, John Tillman [SC PVT US Army WWI} 23 Mar 1891-1 Dec 1956 
Hardee, John W. 29 Mar 1818-30 Aug 1892 
Hardee, John Warren 1889-1971 
Hardee, Joseph Henry 23 Sep 1910-5 Jun 1957 
Hardee, iate Lei 19 Jul 1907-29 Jul 1908 
Hardee, L. iell 5 Jan 1895-5 Aug 1931 
Hardee, Lena [d/o A. J. & M. G. Hardee] 11Nov1888-13 Aug 1916 
Hardee, Leston ~arne1 28 Jun 1909-4 Aug 1961 
Hardee, Lillie Todd Lv/o John Warren Hardee?l 12 Kov 1890-13 ~ov 1972 
Hardee, K. G. [w/o A. J. Hardee?} 27 Oct 1853-18 Dec 1937 
Hardee, Maggie K. [v/o David F. Hardee?] 11 Kov 1921-
Hardee, Martha 17 Dec 1837-1 Dec 1915 
Hardee, Martha [w/o George W. Hardee] n.d. 
Hardee, Mary Elisabeth K1shoe [v/o Ben Hardee] 10 Apr 1884-12 Oct 1952 
Hardee, Mary Jane [77 vrs 11 mos old] 28 MfJ f illegJ-1953 fFD] 
Hardee, Marr L. Booth Iv/o Mayhem M. HardeeJ 28 Apr 1877-4 Sep 1954 
Hardee, Maude_Anderson [w/o Joe Cephus Hardee?J 2 Kov 1898-19 Dec 1973 
Hardee, Marhem M. 26 Dec 1877-7 Kov 1962 
Hardee, Mo lie Thompson [v/o Alexander Hardee] 31 Jul 1860-20 Jan 1935 
Hardee, !orton M. 9 Oct 1880-8 Jul 1966 
Hardee, Ollie S. [w/o B. fov Hardee?} 9 Aug 1888-6 Dec 1971 
Hardee, Polly Ann Sarvis v/o lorton M. Hardee] 1 lov 1890-8 May 1977 
Hardee, Preston D. 29 lu. 1912-13 Sep 1989 
Hardee, Ruth G. Powell w/o Charles Gleaton Hardee?] 8 Nov 1901-14 Apr 1988 
Hardee, Sarah H. ("Jim" 8 Feb 1929-
Hardee, Stella Fowler 2 May 1902-21 Feb 1982 
Hardee, Theodore [st9 Ko1ton M. & Polly Ann Hardee] 6 Oct 1917-9 Mar 1920 
Hardee, W. Hayden •lnf. 
Hardee, W. Oliver 16 Ju 1893-4 Feb 1979 
Hardee, W. Oliver, Jr. ("Baby") 22 Apr 1926-19 Mar 1986 
Hardee, W. R. 23 Kov 1861-30 Jan 1908 
Hardee, William Benrr 26 Kov 1885-21 Feb 1956 
Hardee, Winston [SP4 US Arm!i Vietnaml 8 Oct 1944-18 Jul 1973 
Hardee, [Baby Girl] ~Mar 1955 
Hardee, -- inf s/o Joe a Maude Hardee] 30 Auq 1931 
Hardee, -- inf.] 1 Kay 1956 
Hardee, -- Jim" 
Hardee, -- "Pig" 
Hardvick:-ICie P. 15 Feb 1875-22 Mar 1917 
Hardwick, Addie Hucks [w/o Acie P. Hardwick?l 29 Jan 1877-22 Oct 1963 
Hardwick, Alice Lucille i3 Jan 1910-7 Jal 1911 
Hardwick, Bethel [Pvt Co M 10 SC Inf CSA 29 Jul 1829-9 Jan 1904 
Hardwick, Carrie M. [v/o I. levberry Har vick?l 15 Jul 18887-15 Aug 1967 
Hardwick, Celia Lee [m. James Oscar Hardwick 12 Jan 1934] 24 Jul 1912-
Hardvi~k, Clarkie B. fv/o loah S. Bardwickl 11 Sep 1885-10 Jul 1974 
Hardwick, Clifford Hug~ 3 Dec 1893-26 Aug 1968 
Hardwick, Colene 30 Har 1838-8 Apr 1917 
Hardwick, Dan W. 14 Oct 1881-30 Kov 1963 
Hardwick, Dan w., Jr. 27 Aug 1917-
Hardvick, Derotha Hughes [v{o Clifford H. Hardwick] 20 Sep 1902-21 Jan 1968 
Hardwick, Early G. 18 Sep 899-21 Sep 1949 
Hardwick, Eva Mae Bryant [1/0 Dan W. Bardvickl 19 Jan 1877-23 Aug 1946 
Hardwick, Baroid Jennings ll Kov 1927-7 Har 1968 
Hardwick, I. levberry 22 Jul 1877-13 !ov 1965 
Hardwick, James Arthur 5 Aug !905-!0 Jun 1977 
Hardwick, James Oscar 29 Jan 1907-15 Jul 1971 
Hardwick, Jennings W. 10 Apr 1901-31 Aug 1970 
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Hardwick, John Keedham 17 Oct 1880-10 Mar 1953 
Hardwick, Joseph Leon [s/o J. I. & Kae Cox Hardwick] 12 Jun 1914-17 Apr 1934 
Hardwick, Lawrence 1880-1964 
Hardwick, Levis M. 1816-1902 
Hardwick, Lloyd Jennings [s/o Roena Butler & Jennings W. Hardwickl 14 Jun 1925-5 Dec 1925 
Hardwick, Kae Prances Cox [v/o John !eedham Hardyick?l 24 Apr 1885-13 Kov 1954 
Hardwick, Mary Lenora H. [v/o Levis M. Hardvick?J 1810-1875 
Hardwick, Mellie T. [w{o !arly G. Hardwick?l 16 Apr 1901·31 Kar 1973 
Hardwick, !athan Evere.te 3 Har 1851·11 Ju! 1937 
Hardwick, Kathan Everette II 28 May 1919·3 Sep 1946 
Hardwick, Koah S. 16 Jul 1870·22 Oct 1955 
Hardwick, Oddie Hfrrelson [v/o Clifford Hardyickl 13 !ov 1891·4 Apr 1938 
Hardwick, Odell ls/o !. s. ~ C. B. Bardvickj 27 Har 1905-7 Jun 1922 
Hardwick, Pearlie Levis ftarried Tillie faircloth 19091 13 Dec 1887-23 Jan 1949 
Hardwick, Prudie James v/o Janes Arthur Hardwick?] 26 Oct 1907· 
Hardwick, Ralph [s/o I. s. & C. B. HardwickJ 13 Jan 1224·18 Peb 1924 
Hardwick, Rebecca Reaves [v/o Kathan Everette Hardwick?] 3 Apr 1861-5 Apr 1941 
Hardwick, Return P. [Co M 2 SC Inf Sp Am War] fn.d .] 
Hardwick, Roena Butler j''o Jenn1'ngs W. Hardwici, organist Loris Methodist Church 30 yrsl 
25 Dec 1902-17 Apr 9S7 
Hardwick, Samuel L. ls o I.. I. BardviC'k l 11 lov 1908-31 Jan 1922 
Bardvick, Tillie Pairclqth [v/o Pe.arli. e Levis Bardvickl !3 Oc 1893-21 Jun 1968 Hardwick, ~inf. dlo Mae Bryant & Dan w. Hardwick n.d. 
Hardwick, ~~ inf. dl.o Hae Bryant & Dan I. Hardwick n.d. 
Hardwick, ~ tinf. sZo Mae Bryant & Dan W. Bardvici n.d. 
Harrelson, Emma •lo Siijne1 Harrelson.?] 2i Sep 1872-2 Oct 19 3 
Harrelson, Esther . tfw/o Oscar Harrelson? 9 Kar 1917· 
Harrelson, Glenn Stan er 8 Oct 1880-14 Pe 1971 
Harrelson, Ivey D. 29 Jan 1904~2 Kay 1969 
Harrelson, James Allard 15 Kar 1906-28 Jan 1967 
Harrelson, James Edvard 2 Dee 1876-13 Oct 1939 
Harrelson, Lena Hardee f v/o Ivey D. Harrelson?l 30 Apr 1920-9 Jun 1980 
Harrelson, Leon Br,an [Os lrml IWil 4 lov 1896-20 Jan 1975 
Harrelson, Lillie v/o Ja•et ll~ra Harrelsonl 3 lov 1892-21 Kay 1982 
Harrelson, Kinnie anilton Hrs.} 19 Jun 1890-4 Jun 1952 
Harrelson, Oscar 28 Kar 18 0-20 Jul 1976 
Harrelson, Sidney 18 Har 1867-23 lpr 1922 
Harrelson, William A. [SC OH2 us !avr WWI] 27 Oct 1895-18 Aug 1953 
Barris, 1. Carl 10 Jan 1875-4 lov 1949 
Harris, Donald Brook ' Oct 1900-8 Jan 1963 Barris, Edna Horris f1 o 1. Carl Barris 8 Jul 1878-23 Sep 1964 
Barris, Edvard C. l? a~ t854-l Sep 19 4 Barris, Eula Lee White 1 o George Walter Harris] 14 Oct 1895-22 Jun 1958 
Barris, P. E. 6 Kar 187 - Oct 1882 
Barris, Pernie E. 1871-1941 
Barris, Pernie Oscar fUS Arny WWI 4125330] 29 Oct 1894-9 Aug 1979 
Barris, Pur1an X. 12 ~un 1889-12 lug 1893 
Harris, George Kalter 22 Peb 1879-3 Peb 1955 
Barris, Henry 22 Mar 1852-10 Hay 1927 
Barris, Ida Bell Sessions [v/o Levis A. Barris] 9 Jul 1890·25 Apr 1956 
Harris, J. P. 1 Kar 1850-9 Apr 1923 
Barris, James T. 14 Kar 1887-3 Oct 1914 
Barris, Lewis 1. [SC PPC Co X 64 Inf WWI PB] 9 lov 1887-20 Jan 1960 
Harris, M. P. t fep 1889-20 Sep 1889 Barris, K. M. 1 o J. P. Barris?] 16 Apr 1857-26 Dee 1938 
Barris, Kargare 1/0 Edvard C. Barris?] 18 Peb 1855-24 Apr 1940 
Barris, Kary T. t•lo Pernie E. Barris?] 1867-1941 
Barris, Keltint v7o Henri Barris] 23 Jan 1860-17 Jan 1920 
Barris, Janey v 9 ~· B. Barrisj 22 Jui 1821-18 Jul 1890 Barris, Olive . lV o Thomas A. Barris? 25 lug 1869·23 May 1929 
Barris, Thomas 1. Jun 1856-10 Oct 19 3 
Barris, William H. (1onu.ent erected by lancy J. Barris) 7 Dee 1818-1 Kar 1901 
Beniford, Elberta 2~ Dee 1926-20 Au; 1930 
Beniford, Hope K. 26 Hay 1924-17 Peb 1932 
Heniford, James 1. 5 Set 1874-20 Peb 1947 
Heniford, Lillie faomi B ro1nJ Henif}rd Bella1I 10 Hay 1896-6 Oct 1987 
Beniford, Liston Cpl. u Ar.I Ii II 29 lag 917-22 Jul 1983 
Beniford, Mitchel I 20 lug 929-5 ug 1934 
Beniford, Olive L. [1/0 James 1. Beniford] 14 Peb 1876-24 lov 1908 





































































Herring, Alice Roberts rw/o Ja1es Burley Herring?} 1 Oct 1889-2 Oct 1950 
Herring, Annie Ruth Barier [w/o Willie Ellis Herring?] 16 !oY 1914-
Herring, Brooks Y. 1894-1954 
Herring, Doris Ann 21 Kar 1938-14 Jun 1944 
Herring, George I. 18 !av 1918-10 Jan 1920 
Herrinq , James Burley 5 Kar 1887-1 Feb 1962 
Herring, James Lacy 19~7-1975 Herrinq, Jessie Mae J, w/o Brooks v·. Herrinq, Sr.?] 28 lov 1896-15 Apr 1986 
Herring, John Henry 4 ep 1926-18 Kar 1973 
Herring, Johnny Marne [s/o John Henrr & Grace N. Herring] 9 Oct 1964-15 Dec 1975 
Herring, Rubl Ann 9 Kar 1955-11 Kar 1955 
. Herring, Nil ie Ellis 5 lov 1916-18 Feb 1986 
Hewitt, Daniel ! 4 Kar 1869-5 Sep 1'44 
Hewitt, E1111a C. [v/o Daniel E. Hewitt] 22 Oct 1876-24 AJr 1931 
Hewitt, lettie Co1, f w/o Daniel ~. Hewitt] 4 lov 1879-1 Jun 1952 
Hickman, Dorcas Ann Stanaland [1/0 William Davis Hickman 18 Kar 1868-9 Aug 1943 
Hickman, Jesse Poe 1892-1933 
Hickman, Orren Edvard 25 Sep 1875-3 Oct 1943 
Hickman, William Davis 16 Jov 1868-15 Hay 1913 
Kilbourn, Bessie K. 28 lov 1901-19 ~ct 1971 
Kilbourn , Ja1es I. [Pvt OS Arm{ WWI 2 Jan 188l-4 Jun 1980 
Kilbourn, rinf. d/o Juani a ' oy Kilbourn 1 Oct 1958 
Bines, Valflli1e lon [SC PYt 119 Field Hospitall II 24 Jul 1893-4 Sep 1957 
Bobbs, G. Fred m. Ora Co1] 19 laJ 1891-25 Oct 191 
Hadges, Julius he1tleigh 23 Aug 1916-8 Jul 1919 
Holmes, Andrew J, Bud 21 Dec 1890-17 Jan 1970 
Holies, Ava Ann E. [v/o Hartford P. Bal1es?l 30 Jul 1853-8 lov 1930 
Holmes, Bert Re1ekiah 7 Sep 1895-11 Dec 19 6 
Holies, Bertha Bell f d/o H. B. 'Kadora Holmes] 25 Jul 1893-31 Jul 1893 
Holmes, c. Brooks 1873-1918 
Holmes, C. E. 17 Sep 1877-23 Apr 1919 
Holies, Carlis J. 13 Apr 1924-21lov1942 
Holmes, Cora [v{o J. E. Holies] 15 Jul 1876-10 Dec 1926 
Holmes, David 1 lov 1925·5 Oct 1974 
Holies, Edna Vereen fv/o Andrew J. •sud• Holies?] 29 Dec 1898-4 lov 1966 
Holies , Elisabeth 21 )an 1928-6 Jan 1961 
Holies, Fra[k\e Ludlam [v/o Blrbert Emory Balmes] 9 Feb 1902-18 Apr 1969 Holies, H. 1/0 David Holies? 24 Peb 1927· 
Holies, Har ford P. 2 Ptb 18 8-24 Kar 1930 
Holmes, Hartford P. •aop 12 Jan 1943-3 Jul 1989 
Holies, Herbert Emory [Pfc US Army, llil 9 Dec 1898-6 Apr 1976 
Holmes, He1ekiah B. 6 Dec 1848-21 loJ 1926 
Holies, Isa Doro 20 Kar 1880-5 Jul 1907 
Holies, J. DaJid 15 lay 1882-6 Jan 1962 
Holmes, J. !. 22 Feb 1872-1loJ1936 
Holmes, James 1904·l904 
Holmes, J11es Emorr [A2C USAF, Iorea] 16 Jul 1934-14 loJ 1982 
Balmes, Li11ie 1901-1904 
Holies, Lucy P. [•f o J. David Holmes?l 18 Peb 1884-6 Har 1978 
Holies, ladora K. 1/0 He1ekiah B. Roimes?l 4 Apr 1854-30 loY 1934 
Balmes, le1so1e Clrde 16 Oct 1907-3 Peb 1978 
Holmes, Osga D. 19 Jan 1879-8 Jan 1903 
Balmes, Paul Lev{ [SC Eng us laYy, llII, Iorea, Yietnaa] 17 lov 1925-5 Sep 1969 
Holmes, Ruth 19 0·1910 
Holies, Yera Todd [1/0 B1rtford P. •sop• Hol1fs?] 11 Sep 1925-19 lay 1988 
Holies, lillia1 Larry [s o K. c. ' Carolrn Ro 1es] l Oct 1950-3 Oct 1950 
Holies, Willie J. 6 Apr 1886-19 Kar 1'14 
Holies, ~ l•orn, 1/0 N. I. Holies] 30 Air ~814·21 Oct 1856 
Boi•es f 1nf. s~o B. B. ' Kfdora BolJe9 n. d. Ho t, ilanc§e Aa,dee 1/0 John Bi dreth Bolt. lov 901-
Holt, John Jack 'il reth 30 Sep 1901-6 Jun 1962 
Rucks, Carl K. [s o Charter ' Laura Hucks] 30 Dec 1929 
Hucks, Charley D. 6 Apr 1891-8 lar 1954 
Hucks, Collin Woodberry l loJ 1881-20 Jul 1951 
Hucks, Collin loo1b~rr7, Jr. 4 Sep 1910-28 Dec 1984 
Hucks, ldna Todd •lo Oscar lirby Rucks?] 11 Sep 1918-23 Jul 1981 
Bucks, Effie Co1 170 Collin Woodberry Bucks] l Jun 1888-15 lov 1977 
Rucks, John T. l 7'·1963 
Bucks, lenneth [s/o Iirbr ' Edna Bucks] 12 lar 1944-31 111 1944 
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Bucks, Laura J. [1[0 Charley D. Bucks?J 12 lov 1898-15 Oct 1973 
Hucks, Lissie s. Iv/o Johu. T. Hucks? 1886-1927 
Bucks. Lucian Clyde fSC MM2 OS lavy W II] [stone partially buried] 
Hucks, Jscar Kirby 2~ Oct 1919-
Hucks, Rosalee S. 1~10-Bucks, Vienna Allen v/o Collin Woodberry, Jr.] 25 Jan 1914-10 Aug 1945 
Hucks, Virgil O. 7 ep 1923-13 lov 1988 
Hucks, [2 infs of Jerry • Cora Hucks] f n.d. 1 
Buggins:-Ie'ftie Mishoe f 1,0 loah Huggins?] 5 iar 1§19-28 Oct 1966 
Huggins, loah 11 la~ 491 -Hughes, Betty Moore v/o Kathan B. Bughes?l 30 Jul 1885-17 Peb 1957 
Hughes, Henry Clar 5 Dec 1894-28 Peb 1949 
Hughes, Leon Lafayette 25 Jun 1892-28 Dec 1953 
Hughes, Margaret Elaine 8 Sep 1915-16 Jul 1987 
Hughes, Maude Elisabeth 7 Jul 1960 
Hughes, Kathan H. 11 Jun 1887-15 Jun 1959 
Hughes, Ruth Paige 8 Sep 1955 
BUI, Billy Ror 23 Au}. 1935-26 Aug 1935 
Bu1, Brookie Edmond Pvt OS lrllI WWII] 19 Peb 1909-29 Aug 1979 
Hui, Collin Harley [s o S. I. and I. J. Bu1l 27 lov 1885-15 Aug 1887 
Bu1, Georgia Lula Iv7o L. G. Bui] 3 Jul 1892-7 Jan 1924 
Hui, Gilbert W. [s/o S. I. and X. J. Bu1l 1 Jun 1888-10 Sep 1898 
Bu1, Glad7s Stevens [1/0 Kenneth Parter 9u1] 29 Oct 1912-
Bui, Hallie O. 24 lov 1897-27 lov 1973 
Bu1, Kenneth Parter [S/Sgt OS Arar, lflII] 28 Jan 1904-10 Aug 1982 
HUI, Lissie v. 1865-1~49 
Bu1, Lucian Gurley 25 Jun 1881-3 Dec 1965 
Hui, lack leal 18 Jul 1895-22 lay 1947 
Bui, Martha Jane [1/0 Sa1uel lorgi Bu1?l 25 Kar 1855-11 Jan 1936 
Bui, Nollie Co1 [v7o lack leal Bui? 12 ~ul 1895-1 Apr 1950 
Bu1, S111uel Morgan 22 Peb 1856-27 ar 1927 
Bu1, Viola 8· 2 Sep 1901-24 Jul 1984 
Huit [tvo inf. sons of Baller O. and Viola Bui] [n.d.] 
Bfatt:-fiiicr Jane Harris 9 Kar 1891-29 Jan 1978 
l111D, Rachel Jane 23 Jun 1921-16 Kar 1988 
Ire7, Dortha Jane 1951-1952 
Iver, Gentry A., Jr. 3 Oct 1952-10 Dec 1952 
Iver, Jaaes A. [inf.] 17 Apr 1957 
Jenerette, Dock fn.d., otd wooden 1arter, s1all aar~le name-slab in ground] 
Jenerette, Elisa&eth I. ,,o Stafford B. Jenerette?J 28 Apr 1911· 
Jenerette, Stafford B. 1 ar 1900-14 Sep 1984 
Jennerette, Bahr Jene [n.d., old 1ooden marker, small marble name-slab] 
Jennerette, Bahr [marker n.d.l 
Jennerette, Era [n[d., oid 1ooaen marker, s1Ill aarble name-slab in ground] 
Jenrett, ioodl B. r/q E. P. •I. P. Jenrett 9 Jul 1893-15 Oct 1893 
Jenrette, J. !ton s/o s. o. • o. c. Jenret e] 12 Jul 1911-13 Mar 1917 
Jenrette, Su111er~ O in 1883-1925 
Jenrette, lint. s/o S. O. • o. c. Jenrette] b. • d. 24 Dec 1917 
Johnson, AT'tiiFf 18 'ar 1879-16 Feb 1938 
Johnson, Beauford [so of D. P. •Vallie Johnsonl 31Aug1923-11lpr1937 
Johnson, Callie Jenrette fv/o SU11erf Olin JenreEte?l 1890·1953 
Johnson, Douglas Pulton [Os tr•r WWIJ 14 Peb 1897·15 Mal 1979 
Johnson, Elisabeth G[ainger ,,o Francis Marion John1on? 23 Jul 1873-7 lov 1948 
Johnson, Ethel Bui 1. Benrr . Johnson 14 Dec 1930J 1 oct 1897-18 lov 1975 
Johnson, Prancis Kar1on 4 Aug 1860-28 Jul 1'37 . 
Johnson, Henry B. lf · Ethel Bui 14 Dec 193~] 30 la{ 1908-Johnson, Ida Hardee 1/0 Jaaes Tro! Hardee? 6 Dec 904-9 lov 1971 
Johnson, Ja1es Tror 21 Jun 1903-1 Jan 198 
Johnson, Lacy 15 lov 1915-16 Jan 1985 
Johnson, Leamon Baggett 2, lug 1911-8 Aug 1963 
Johnson, Lillian Karia~ td o P. I. ' Elisabeth Johnson] 18 Oct 1890-20 Oct 1918 
Johnson, Lula Graham l• o Major Odell Johnsonl 22 lov 1914-
Johnson, Maggie Powell 7 Peb 1885-24 Au; 1958 
Johnson, laJor Odell 25 Dec 1903-24 Dec 1983 
Johnson, Oscar K. 2 Apr 1915·13 Jan 1966 
Johnson, Randolph S. 9 Oct 1873·2 lov 1947 
Johnson, Saauel [inf s/o B. R. • !the! Johnson] [n.d.] 




































































Johnson, Thomas R. 20 Feb 1922-9 Feb 1946 
Johnson, Vallie '0ovell f•/o Douglas Fulton Johnson?] 28 Feb 1893-23 Har 1985 Johnson, inf. d o John D. & Kary Fare Johnson] 16 Jan 1960 
Jollie, Alllf Lou incie evis [v/o George Monroe Jollie?] 25 Jan 1888-6 Feb 1973 
Jollie, Evelrn Hardee fv/o George Grover Jollie] 19 Apr 1922-21 Aug 1972 
Jollie, P. I. 7 Kov 197&-20 Apr 1944 
Jollie, George Grover 21 Kar 1917-23 Jan 1978 
Jollie, George Monroe 12 Jan 1884-4 Kar 1950 
Jollie, Henrr Connie 14 Sep 1906-4 lov 1967 
Jollie, Jaaes ['/o G. H. ' Vincie Jolli~J 5 lpr 1927-6 Jun 1927 Jollie, John f s o G. M. & Yincie JollieJ 5 Apr 1927-29 Dec 1929 
Jollie, Lama aeorgie [d{o G. H. ' Vincie Jollie] 20 Aug 1914-4 Sep 1927 
Jollie, Lissie Levis 2 Oct 1881-10 Feb 1960 
Jollie, Martha Jane B~1 [v/o P. I. Jollil] 20 Dec 1876-8 lov 1926 
Jollie, Karr Kalinda v'o Solomon Jollie 20 lug 1845-7 Feb 1915 
Jollie, Robert Bord af 1922-5 Dec 19 8 
Jollie, Solomon 18 Peb 1839-14 Jul 1908 
Jones, Alice l. [wLo Isaac Pea;lie Jonesl'l 22 Mar 1892-21 Feb 1963 
Jones, B. Prank [s7o I. P 'Alice Jones 17 Oct 1'20-8 Feb 1921 
Jones, Ester Vera Jordan [v/o Joseph Jae son Jones?] 14 Dec 1922-
Jones, P. C. 18 Sep 1844-17 Sep 1928 
Jones, Isaac Pearlie i9 De& {878-11 Dec 1947 Jones, Joseph Jackson Jack SC AS OSIRl 10 Jan 1916-12 Jul 1972 
Jones, Judson Paul 23 Jun 19 0-3 lpr 1970 
Jones, Julia Hattie 11 Kar 1880-22 Mar 1929 
Jones, Yancf f s~o P. C. & Hattie Jlnet] 1917-1919 Jordan, BrranE Co A 26 SC Inf CSA n.d.] 
Jordan, Carrie . (1/0 Pint Jordan lov 1874-1 Oct 1939 
Jordan, Cora Stroua 25 Dec 1884-2 Aug 1966 
Jordan, Edward Tillman fChief SBC OS lavr] l Jun 1921-16 Jun 1951 
Jordan, Elisabeth J. 1852-1938 
Jordan, Ella Viola [wfo William Oliver Jordan?] 30 Mar 1895-24 Jan 1960 
Jordan, Fannie [d/o Pink & Carrie Jordan} 8 Dec 1901-7 Jan 1907 
Jordan, Prank Hudson 25 Sep 1931-2 Mar 958 
Jordan, Pred I. 18 Pel 1882-14 Feb 19~5 Jordan, Grace Collins v/o Willie P. Jordao?] 8 Jun 1916-
Jordan, Henrietta Co1 1/0 Pred I. Jordan?J 18 Kar 1885-8 Jun 1971 
Jordan, Benrr 12 lar 848-17 Sep 1921 
Jordan, Henrr Hudsol 26 Har 1897-22 Har 1980 
Jordan, Benrf Mace PFC US Arif llII] 16 Mar 1919-20 Feb 1985 
Jordan, Hubert P. 3 Oct 1911-13 Mar 1947 
Jordan, James Devon 5 Sep 191{·9 Sep 1961 
Jordan, Ja1es Earl 1942-1990 FD} 
Jordan, James ThQlfS 1 Mar 18 5- 3 Jul 1950 
Jordan, Leila Ka~ l•/o Bol Long] 12 Jun 1902-3 Dec 1954 
Jordan, Lennie Alma iice v/o Benrr Hudson Jordan?] 29 Sep 1904-23 Oct 1960 
Jordan, Lushion J. 1873- 958 
Jordan, larcus L. isl us lavr llII] 29 Dec 1919-23 Har 1979 
Jordan, Marr c. [v o Lushion J, Jordan?l 18 Peb 1876-5 Jun 1914 
Jordan, larr llisa eth 26 Aug 1937-20 6ec 1937 
Jordan, loah Llord 11 Feb 1907-16 Sep 1980 
Jordan, Pint 18 Jan 187t·l8 Mar 1955 Jordan, Reatha Hae Edge 1/0 loah L. Jordan] 6 Sep 1907-3 Mar 1963 
Jordan, Robert f 4 lov 1 OS-1 Jul 1913 Jordan, Rosa s. wlo Stanier H. Jordan?} 30 Jul 1878-5 lov 1938 
Jordan, Ruth l. w]o Benrr Mace Jordan?} 1919-1963 
Jordan, Sarah Le1is [v/o Jaaes Tho1as Jordan?] 5 Oct 1870-10 Har 1960 
Jordan, Stanier I. 27 Peb 1873-18 Jul 1953 
Jordan, Stanier Kelton 16 lprl 1900-4 Oct 1965 
Jordan, lillia1 B. 14 lar 1876·5 Au' 1956 
Jordan, lillia1 Oliver 5 Sep 1885·1 A'r 1951 Jordan, Willie P. 5 lov 1908-22 Dec 19 2 
Jordan, loodr fs/o Pint 5 Carrie Jordan 1898-1932 
Jordan, ---~ inf. s/o Benrr & llaa Jordan] 20 Feb 1926 
lapps, Lor Brooks 1888-1923 
lappsi Lor Brooks, D. D. s. 12 Sep 1920-19 Har 1983 
taste ine, Kattie Price 3 lug 1889-2 Kar 1947 
lifer, Fannie C. 17 Peb 1912-15 Oct 1984 






































































King, Carrie rv/o B['ll King?] 28 Dec 1875-4 Aer t949 
King, Elisa Altord v{o B. R. King, age 93 yrsj n.d.] 
King, Ella Mae Chestnu fv/o B. I. King} 1870-18 1 
King, Hill 17 Peb 1872-20 ~an 1952 
King, Jessie Ellen f d/o J. J. & M. E. King} 7 Sep 1898-31 Jul 1920 
King, John J. •KagisErate• 1866-1939 
King, Marr E. Ander§o' [1/0 John J. Ander~onl 22 Jun 1869-14 May 1949 
King, Prudie Ruth ld o J. J. & Marr King~ 15 Sep 1904-3 Mar 1925 
King, Victoria rv/o . B. Kingl 1869-12 Jun 1936 
King, I. H. 10 lun 1852-7 Mar 1934 
Kirton, i. B. (Mrs.) [v/o Rev. W. B. Iirtonl 29 Oct 1847-26 !ov 1918 
Kirton I. H. (Rev. 3 Kov 1843-13 Maf 1918 
Korybs,i, Philip [inf. s/o John & Rosamund Korybski] [~.d.] 
La1rence, !li1abeth P. rd/o Orra A. Poss & George H. HargraYe, v/o Horace lelson 
Lavrence?J 11 Jun 1873-25 Dec 1962 
Lawrence, Horace Kelson rs/o Su1111er Sheldon Lawrence & Harriet Prances Kann] 
9 Dec 1867-7 Peb 194~ 
Lee, Aggie Gerrald [•to John Henrr Let} l Dec 1891-22 Apr 1983 
Lee, Annie B. Hardee 1/0 Sam S. Lee?J 10 Jul 1894-19 Apr 1974 · 
Lee, Bob K. 7 Oct 18 9-28 Mar 1944 
Lee, C. S. 15 Jul 1855-31 Jan 1916 
Lee, Curtis (Pvt.) [s/o M. I. & Kettie Lee, entered service 3 Kar 1944, killed in Ger1anf. 
Co B l Inf 2496S9S2} 24 Jan 1923-2 Dec 1944 
Lee, Early Mae [1/0 Malachi Leel 8 Oct 1914-3 Jun 1950 
Lee, !Ila 22 Jan 1889-27 Peb 1907 
Lee, Ethel! [1/0 Prank Austin Lie?l 29 Kar 1849-15 Jan 1894 
Lee, Francis E. [v/o c. S. Lee? 25 Sep 1859-29 Hay 1922 
Lee, Frank Austin 15 loY 1908- O Aug 1944 
Lee, Furnie E. ~2 Sep 1876-5 Har 1134 Lee, Georgia P. 1/0 Purnie I. Lee? 25 Jan 1883-1 Jul 1950 
Lee, Gordon i. l Se? 1918-15 Kov 920 
Lee, Henrf Lloyd [S l C USI; lost at Pearl Harbor] 23 Aug 1921-7 Dec 1941 
Lee, Jabe I. 6 Aug 1 82-18 Har 1942 
Lee, Ja1es A. b. & d. 29 Apr 1913 
Lee, John Henry 25 Jul 1880-27 Jul 1937 
Lee, Joseph i3 Mar 1934-17 Oct 19~4 Lee, L. C. rs/o M. i. & Kettie Lee 15 !ov 1918-15 Jul 1919 
Lee, Letha A. ll Mar 1926-4 Mal l 26 Lee, Letha B. [1/0 Stanley Lee? 8 Oct 1922-
Lee, Li11ie [v/o Jabe f. Leel O Oct 1892-28 Dec 1927 
Lee, Lolie Ka~olia 7 Jul 1858-23 Feb 1900 
Lee, Malachi SC Sgt 4 Inf 3 Dl''• NII] 12 Oct 1894-8 Oct 1952 Lee, Kary D. 1/0 loah B. Lee? 10 lov 1912-
Lee, Mary P. . 24 Juv l853-l Oct 1926 
Lee, Kary Belen Soles t1/o Prank Aultin Lee?l 18 Aug 1909· 
Lee, Michael Stone 25 Peb 1959 [PD 0-0-12 Days 
Lee, lancy J, 15 Peb 1862-31 Jan l 43 
Lee, lancr J. 15 Peb 1862-31 Jan 1943 
Lee, Kettie Suggs 5 Oct 1880-25 Apr 1954 
Lee, lita P[vell [1/0 Olin lelson Lee?] 4 Sep 1879-30 Jul 1961 
Lee, loah H araon] 15 Dec 1909-17 Ka! 1972 
Lee, loah T elton 22 Jan 1935-9 Aug 971 
Lee, Olin lelson 10 Dec 1880-15 Dec 1942 
Lee, Roy Arnet 6 lov 1929·29 Jan 1930 
Lee, Sam S. 23 lov 1884-15 Oct 1!36 
Lee, Stanley 7 lug 1918-5 Oct 1964 
Lee, I. I. 17 !pr 1880-13 Dec 1927 
Lee, f inf. d/o Pyrnie !. Leel 16 ~ul 1919 
Lev1s~riotte L. [v/o Isaac A. £e1is?J 10 Dec 1876-12 Dec 1942 
Lewis, Daniel 1872-1943 
Lewis, Daniel F. 17 Feb 1869-4 Jan 1929 
Levis, David latsov rinf. s/o Jessie I. Levis, Jr1 6 Marilyn Mc. Levis] 16 Jul 1962 Levis, Doctor Do• tSC Mech 323 Inf 81 Div, aqe 35 23 Peb 1925 Levis, Dollie Jean f1/o Tilly Franklin Lewis?] 5 Peb 1917-
Levis, !ffie b. • a. 1884 
Levis, Elisa Ann Anderson [1/0 I. H. Levis] 7 May 1868-1 Oct 1941 
Levis, Ferd 3 Oct 1871-9 Aug 1943 
Levis, GenevieYe Gale 13 Oct 1942-9 Peb 1950 































































Poplar Pop ar 
Thompson 
21 
Levis, George P. 5 Dec 1911-10 Mar 1979 
Levis, Harry C. [VA M. !lee Air Service WWI] 23 Feb 1896-22 Aug 1970 
Levis, Henry -1956 
Levis, Isaac !. 27 Sep 1876-21 Jan 1952 
Levis, James Ronald ts/o W. H. & Doretha G. Levis] 17 Jul 1955-4 Mov 1955 
Levis, Jessie James 4 Sep 1898-24 Jun 1953 
Levis, Jessie Watson l Jan 1115-19 !oY 1969 
Levis, John P ?? [illegible 
Levis, Levie f s/o W. D. & M. • Levisl 3 Jul 1908-22 May 1910 
Levis, Lloyd a. 24 Dec 1939-6 Jun 1984 
Levis, Lloyd G. 24 Dec 1939-6 Jun 1984 
Levis, Malonie 1874-1898 
Levis, Margaret M. rv/o William D. Levis?] 17 Feb 1876-21 Jul 1952 
Levis, Mary Ann 1882-1956 
Levis, Mary Elirabeth James [v/o w. H. Levisl 8 Oct 1857-4 !ov 1881 
Levis, Mary T. v/o George P. Levis?] 6 lov 1915-
Levis, Mary T. v/o George P. Levis?] 6 !ov 1915-
Levis, lathan Ernest 1899-1963 !PD) 
Levis, Olin [m. Viola Turner Levis 4 Jan 1904} 23 Aug 1884-29 Apr 1975 
Levis, Pearl C. (910-1968 
Levis, Prudie P. v/o Tilly Franklin Levis?] 29 Dec 1892-2 Sep 1980 
Levis, Robert B. [s/9 M. B. & !. A. Llvisl 27 Aug 1891-1 Oct 1914 
Levis, Sallie Jo~dan lV/o Daniel Levis 1871-1922 
Levis, Shorda [§/O L. A. & C. T. Levis 30 Kay 1904-22 Sep 1907 
Levis, Stanley ts'o M. D. ' M. M. Levis] 9 Peb 1896-31 May 1909 
Levis, Tilly Pran Ii~ 14 Apr 1886-J Joy 1947 
Levis, Viola Turner v'o Olin Levis 2 Jun 1887-26 Dec 1971 
Levis, William D. 2 ~J 1867-3 Jan 1944 Levis, William D., Jr. SC Pvt US !ray, WWII] 11loY1915-2 Jun 1970 
Levis, William Henr1 2 Sep 1855-8 Dec 1915 
Levis, Minney J. 29 lov 1840-13 Jan 1917 
Levis, {inf s/o L. !. & C. T. Levisl fn. d.] 
Libbert:-!Oi' [1. Elnitf 18 Jan 19311 1893-1955 
Livingston, Mossie S. l•{o Willia• S. Livingston?] 4 Aug 1892-4 Peb 1977 
Livingston, William S. 2 IOY 1879-17 Mar 1966 
Long, Allie George 22 Jan 1896-21 Sep 1983 
Long, llYa Slith (ReY.) 16 IOY 1908-5 Peb 1980 
Long, Barner (1. Juanita Causer 17 Peb 1940) 16 Peb 1912-13 Aug 1971 
Long, Bob 26 teb lu4-1 Aug 1911 
Long, Charle§ ~os 1st LT US lrmJ WWII} 5 Kay 1903-19 Jan 1982 
Long, !li1a l• o Jo R. Long?J ~ Apr 851-30 Kay 1928 
Long, !li1abet Ann Anle~son [v/o Baap Longl 7 Sep 1878-20 Peb 1955 
Long, !lla Mae C[oper 110 ReY. AlYa Saith tong] 28 lpr 1928-
Long, !va Stone 1/0 A 1,e George Long?j 9 Peb 1908-
Long, Prances Re ecca d o Barney • Juanita Long 24 Mar 1953-25 Mar 1953 
Long, Pred [o/o J. l. dith Lgngl 20 Oct 1869-20 Kar 1886 
Long, Henry L~fa1an 2/C Y6 USIRJ 18 Jul 1925-4 Dec 1943 
Long, J. Ha1p Co K 2 SC Inf Sp.-Aa. 1. Eli1abeth Ann Anderson 11 Jan 1900] 11 Jan 1872-7 lov 1957 
Long, Jesse C. rs/o John l. £ !li1a T6ompson Long; Co A 42 Rainbow Div, WWI] 10 lug 1888-2 Jan 1965 
Long, John R. 6 Oct 1839-27 Sep 1919 
Long, Larry Causey s/o B'rner & Juan~' ta Causey Longl 16 Dec 1940-9 Jul 1965 
Long, Leila Mae Jor an [i o Bob Long? 12 Jun 1902-3 Dec 1954 
Long, Russell Willia• [s o Woodrow & oretha Long] 29 May 1954-2 lov 1957 
Long, Sallie Claytor fv/o Millia1 Mack Long] 5 Sep 1889-5 Kar 1965 
Long, Milliat lack SC ~Yt 61 Arty CAC, WWI] 3 Aug 1881-3 Jun 1954 
Long, Linf. s o J, Reuben & Irene Long] 18 Jan 1936 
Lo1ri1~i orma Jean [inf. of J, c. Lowrimore] 21 lov 1941-24 loY 1941 
Ludl11, 1 bert I. 6 }ar 1889-13 Jun 1890 
Ludla1, Annie Jaaes 1/0 Levi K. Ludlaa?l] 7 Peb 1873-5 Dec 1947 
Ludla1, Bernice H. [v o Barr1 L. Ludla1? 1925-
Ludlai, !dvin J. l Jan 1893-6 loY 1912 
Ludlaa, Barry L 1919-
Ludlaa, Berman {s/o Berman • Marie Bland Ludlam] 18 lug 1947-21 Mar 1964 
Ludlaa, John Paul 10 Dec 1911-12 Kar 1924 
Ludla1, LeYi x. 1 IOY 1858-1 Jan 1919 
Ludla1, Percy S. 12 teb 1907-8 Oct 1'07 
Ludlam, Theodore L. 12 OS lavy Mill] 26 Jul 1'04-10 loY 1971 
Ludl111, -----~ Ltvo in s. of Rev. J. P. Ludla1] [n.d.J 






































































Magliano, Amelie Peyret f m/o Madeleine Stevens] (b. in Lyons, Prance) 17 Jul 1901-27 Hay 1982 
Magwood, C. A. 1849-1918 
Martin, Amberes [Marker, n.d. l 
Martin, Armstrong 1 Apr 1876-8 Jul 1928 
Martin, Bob 1893-1957 
Martin, Bruce [SC Pvt 1326 Selvice Unit WWII] 7 Jan 1912-3 May 1957 
Martin, Edna [v/o Bob Hartin? 1905-
Martin, Fannie [Harker, n.d. 
Hartin, Jimm7 S. !one dal old 23 Oct 1949 Martin, Lillie [v o Arms ronq Hartin?] 3l Sep 1874-25 lov 1923 
Martin, Kary Lue d/o B. K. & Edna Hartin 4 Oct 1937-11 Kar 1945 
Hartin, Vilma Boy 20 Apr 1930-16 Kar 19 7 
Martini Wilma H. [d/o B. K. & Edna Kartinl 11 Sep 1934-19 Sep 1935 
KcClel an, William ieal 15 May 1951-5 Pen 1968 
McCormick, Kary Elisabeth Hucks 23 Apr 1915-14 Jul 1979 
McDonald, Paul Edvard 7 Dec 1927-2 Dec 1966 
KcGvigan, Gladys f d/o Joseph & Elisa KcGvigan] 26 Aug 1908 
McGviqan, J. H. 21 Jan 1853-20 lov lll~ Kclinney, Margaret Butler Richardson v/o Huger Richardson?] 30 Kay 1887-15 Apr 1970 
Mclabb ~evis Gorham 30 Apr 1869-23 ec 1934 
Kclabb, Laura Etta 12 Dec 1888-15 Jul 1890 
Mclabb, Mantha c. 24 Kay 1846-17 lov 1934 
Kclabb, sa1ue1 Barlf e 29 Kar 1839-3 Peb 1893 
Mclueen, Fannie C. d/o Y. P. & P. E. KcQueenl 22 Apr 1894-10 Oct 1915 
Kc ueen, Fannie !. w7o Yancey P. McQueen?l 29 Jun 1866-27 Jan 1948 
Kc ueen, Fred Currie 8 Jul 1902-21 lpr 1960 
Mc ueen, Gilbert Donald 23 lov 1890-21 Apr 1971 
Kc ueen, Gilbert Donald Jr. 8 lov 1918-8 Kay 1920 
Kclueen, Ileen Bowling f 1/0 Fred Currie KcQueen?l 16 Sep 1908-29 Kar 1988 Kc ueen, Ina Hope Untie• 15 Aug 1908-18 Sep 1954 
Mc ueen, 01a Kae [v/o Gilbert Donald HcQueenJ 29 May 1888-4 lug 1962 
Kc ueen, Yancey P. 5 Aug 1862-22 lug 1931 
Meares, Sophia Smith f w/o Council Meares} 13 Sep 1871-19 Kay 1920 
Meares, Victoria ! 22 K~y 1870-12 Oct 903 Miller, G. Penton IRev.) PresbJterian minister] 23 Apr 1922-28 lot 1958 
Milligan, Bazil Os~orn 2 lov 897-10 lov 1900 
Milligan, Benjamin Jennings 1915-1989 
Milligan, Ben3amin Johnson 22 Jun 1869-30 Sep 1920 
Milligan, Elwood 10 Jan 1914-5 Jun 1914 
Milligan, Fannie!. 3 Ju~ {881-17 Peb 1919 Milligan, Harriet Rhodes 1 o B. J. Killiganl 3 Sep 1878-23 Feb 1942 
Milligan, Jack !dvin 13 u t9l9-12 Aug 1920 
Milligan, lattie Belle Bucks w/o Benjalin Jennings Milligan] 17 Apr 1921-10 Dec 1988 
Milligan, Matthew Collins 22 Feb 1901-24 Kar 1931 
Milligan, Kinnie Svannon 27 Kay 1904-11 Apr 1961 
Killi;an6 Thelma G. 31 Oct 1907-8 Jun 1963 Kincey, red 1853-1941 
Kincey, Rebecca [1/0 Dred Kincy] 1857-1915 
Kincy, Baby [n.d., 1arker] 
KincJ, Caroline [n.d , 1arker] 
Mincy, Ella lella1y [w/o Robert R. Kincy?l 5 Apr 1895-4 Mar 1982 
Kinc7, Jaaes Preston 29 PeJ 1878-29 Apr 1912 
Kincy, lathan ~n.d., 1arker 
KincJ, lenser n.d. 1 marker Kincy, Rober • 1J21-1947 
KincJ, Robert R. 20 Jun 1886-23 Aug 1934 
Mishoe, Aly Barris 24 ra~ 1897-5 KaJ 1968 
Mishoe, Andrew Jackson s/o Elisabeth Cannon & William F. Mishoe£ 1. Bess l9rley 4 Jan 1920; 
ch: Fannie Elisabet , Andrew Jacquelyn, less lorlej. SC Fl O~ laYy II IJ 19 Aug 1888-
28 Sep 1958 
Mishoe, Auston 1920-1973 [PD] 
Kishoe, Bert K. [m. Daisy ling 29 Kar 190}; ch. Myrtle, Suap, Jack, Brittie, Bertie, Dorothy, 
Eugenia, lina, Prancesf Donaldl Ronald 29 Sep 187~-20 Feb 195~ 
Mishoe, Bess Worley, 22 Ju. 1929-1• Feb 19 1 
Mishoe, Bett{ [•(o G. B. K\shoe?l 16 Feb 1865-10 Jul 1941 
Mishoe, Brit ie ouise f d/o B. i. & DaisJ Mishoe] 3 Dec 1916-23 KaJ 1932 
Mishoe, D. M. 26 Ap~ 1860-24 Peb 1930 Mishoe, Daisy ling 1. Bert K. Mishoe 29 Kar 1909) 4 Jul 1892-10 Sep 1964 
Mishoe, Dock o. 26 ct 1893-15 Jul 1943 




































































Mishoe, Eddie 18 Dec 1885-17 Oct 1968 
Mishoe, Ellis 1862-1917 
Mishoe, Eugenia (d{o B. I. ' Daisy Mishoe] 22 Apr 1922 
Mishoe, P. Addie l Dec 1869-18 Aug 1950 
Mishoe, P. H. l Jan 1846-21Jun1916 
Mishoe, Prank M. 14 Qct 1916-
Mishoe, G. B. fn. d.] Age 62 yrs 
Mishoe, Hallie 8. f s/o Dock O. & Lydia Mishoe] 11 Sep 1919-14 !ov 1919 
Mishoe, Hamp B. 1897-1970 
Mishoe, Harley P. 1914-19t9 
Mishoe, Belen Louise Bold v{o Duke M. Mishoe?] 15 Sep 1899-11 May 1955 
Mishoe, Henry J., Sr. 85 - 923 
Mishoe, Herman I. 29 Jan 1864-31 Aug 1916 
Mishoe, J. Gordon 29 Apr 1895-31 Oct 1929 
Mishoe, J. Haney 12 Feb 1890-10 lov 1973 
Mishoe, James Hubert 8 Sep 1927-7 Dec 1929 
Mishoe, Jane Dorman 24 Oct 1927-2 Jul 1947 
Mishoe, John I. 2l 'ep 1891-20 Aul 1956 Mishoe, Leatha T. 1 o Jeff Mishoe 1916-1948 
Mishoe, Leroy 13 e 1941-8 Kay 1 89 
Mishoe, Lydia Reynolds I1/o Dock O. Mi1hoe?] 29 Jun 1886-5 Dec 1980 
Mishoe, Macie Booth fv o Eddie Booth?J 16 Oct 1896-8 Dec 1958 
Mishoe, Maggie 1903-19 7 
Mishoe, Malcolm D. 14 Peb 1895-9 lay 1934 
Mishoe, Kary lllen f 1/0 Bel'lln w. Kishoe?l 27 Feb 1867-22 Dec 1936 
Mishoe, Harr [1/0 Ellis Mishoe?] 1872-1955 
Mishoe, Mildred l~ 'ug 1936-28 Dec 1936 
Mishoe, Hillie C. [1 o Harley P. Mishoe?! 1915-1982 
Mishoe, laomi C. f 1[0 Ba11p B. Mishoe?] 914-
Mishoe, leal7 Bell [1/0 rr,nk I. Mishoe? 24 Sep 1922-21 Apr 1959 
Mishoe, Pinkie I. l1n! 1 o Sias lemory lishol?J 17 Kar 1895-24 Kay 1985 Mishoe, Pollf Ann R. 1/0 enry J. Mishoj, Sr. 1851-1929 
Mishoe, Quil ie C. f1 o J. Baney Mishoe? 27 ec 1890-26 lov 1961 
Mishoe, Robert 29 Pe 1880-8 lov ll56 Mishoe, Sara B. [w/o John I. lishoe 11 Apr 1895-29 Oct 1964 
Mishoe, Sherwood [SC PPC US Aray II Il 22 Mar 1927-4 Peb 1973 
Mishoe, Sims Memorf •Ben• 26 Apr 1878-B Oct 1962 
Mishoe, Sueard 1 Jun 1900-! laf 1968 
Mishoe, Theodore Jefferson J1c1• 7 Jul 1914-21 Sep 1966 
Mishoe, Tho1as Jefferson 2 Jun 1935-8 Jul 1961 
Mishoe, [inf. s/o Jeff • Leatha lishoel 15 Apr 1942-16 Apr 1942 
Mishoe, ~ [1~f. s/o D. I. Mishoel !954-1954 
Mishoef ---~ [f/O Bl W. ' I. !. lis6oe 29 lof 1905-13 Dec 1905 
Mitche 1-;-JiDy ln.d. 
Kitchell, Britt1e P. [1/0 John W. litchell?l 2 Jul 1&92-14 lov 1988 
Mitchell, He11ard Levarn (1. Margaret Wise 8 Jun 1941) 27 Jul 1918-8 loJ 1976 
Kitchell, John W. 1884-1937 
Mitchell, Willie 26 Sep 1921-26 Oct 1925 
Moffitt, Worth Bagley 20 Oct 1898-30 IOY 1969 
Moir, Archie Livingston [f/q Robert Lindsay Moir & Sc9tia Livingstonl 22 Jan 1893-15 Jul 1943 
Moir, Priscilla Lawrence l•/o Archie Livingston Moir?J 12 lof 1902-2 Oct 1970 
Montgo1ery1 Madeline Bryant 17 lay 1917-22 Jan 1950 Moore, Arc1ie Paul 16 Jfll 1920-6 Jun 1936 
Moore, Isadora Thompson ll/o Sa1uel Light Moore] 7 Dec 1888-22 Jun 1925 
Moore, Lottie Barris 28 Jun 1895-6 Jun 1921 
Moore, Lula C. 5 May 1891-12 Sep 1979 
Moore, K. A. (Krs.} 27 Apr 1863-9 Sep 1931 
Moore, Sa1uel Lilht Jr. 20 lof 1921-16 lay 1933 
lullini1, Benry . fs/o Rev. & Mrs. J, L. Kullini1] 31 Dec 1887-2 lug 1935 
laugher, Birdie Sugls [d'o Loren10 Doi & Jeanette Co1 Suggs, 1/0 Robert Ed1ard laugher] 
22 Apr 1898-10 pr t 70 laugher, Robert Edvard s/o Ja1es Russell & Lora ling laugher] 22 Oct 1900-19 Jan 1977 
leal, Melvina Bughes 2 iar 1919-13 Oct 1968 
lealey, Berthf Eli1abetb [d/o lay • Dolia leale!l d. 26 Mar 1908 lealy, l. I. 1other; r/o J, C. lealy? 5 Oct 874-28 Dec 1964 
lealy, Chellie Prince 1[0 lev. Ja1es . lealy? 3 Jul 1906-29 Jul 1971 
lealy, Dacia Anderson 170 lane A. lealyl 11 Aug 1872-27 Aug 1946 
lealy, J. C. [s/o Rev. J. B. lealy] 26 Kar 1925-18 Apr 1925 




































































leal7, J. C. rfather] 4 Sep 1868-12 Sep 1944 
lealy, James A. (R9v.) 27 Jul 1903-2 Jav 1987 
!eal7, Maran1a A. lW'o Millia1 B. !eal7?J 28 Jun 1854-22 Oct 1917 
lealy, Pollie Ann 1 79-1949 
leal7, Robert Tho1as 1 Aug 1937-26 Jun 1944 
lealy, William B. 20 Sep 1857-7 Kar 1917 
lealr, z. A. 16 Feb 1873-15 Oct 1936 
leal7, Za7 Corbett l Jun [illeg]-28 Aug 1933 
lewton, W. T. 16 Sep 1864-2 Aug 1911 
!orman, Leon Cl7de 16 S9p 1902-21 Jan 1971 
!orris, Brookie Stevens lW/o E1erson !orris] 16 Aug 1925-23 lov 1958 
!orris, Charles P. 18 Jun 1880-19 lov 1941 
!orris, Charlotte !. [w/o Dawson Carl !orris?] 17 Junl900-22 Oct 1977 
!orris, Dawson Carl 5 Aug 1902-16 Dec 1954 
!orris, Duffie Lamar 13 !ov 1902-12 Jan 1977 
!orris, Glad7s Elisabeth Ploid fw{o Elerson !orris] 8 Feb 1939-20 Jan 1970 
!orris, Henrr Le11r 28 Oct 926- 3 Dec 1930 
lorris, Ja1es Larr! 15 S'p 1948-26 Oct 1969 
:~~~i:: :~fri:1 ~:~d:;hriio0D~tfr~e~a:ir1~~~~t!11 1~8J:~g 1 f~~5~~0J~~11 ?::1 
lorris, Rodnel Gene 2 lpr 1953-16 Jun 1983 
!orris, Sara ndersoo 1865-9 Jan 1941 
!orris, ~~ [babrJ 12 Peb 1925 
Octterbect, Sadie Irene [mother of lor1a Boyd] 1897-1986 
Otto, Evada Hardwick 18 lov 1931-14 lov 1954 
Parker, Alton 18 Jul 1910-29 Aug 1972 
Parter, Elise Butler {w/o Alton Parker?l 29 lug 1911-3 Jun 1984 
Parker, Elneta Lee lV o John Dennie Parier?] 1885-1936 
Parker, John Dennie 889-1948 
Patterson, Alexander le,it [s/o J. G. & Martha Patterson] 5 Kar 1849-23 lug 1864 
Patterson, Daniell. so J. b. •Martha Patterson] 5 Oct 1853-21lug1863 
Patterson, James G. 0 Dec 1816-13 Oct 1891 
Patterson, John I. [' o J. G. & Martha Patterson] 17 Jun 1845-3 Feb 1865 
Patterson, Martha [v o J~1es G. Patterson] 22 Oct J824-18 Sep 1908 
Patterson, Richard P. [slo J. G. & Martha Patterson 23 Apr 1856-15 Apr 1865 
Patterson, [inf. d7{ J. G. ' Martha Patttrson b. ' d. 13 Apr 1844 Paul, !llen""'J'O'Iian Cox [w 1 John Jackson Paul?J 23 Feb 1896-23 Feb 1970 Paul, John Jackson [age 8 -22 Jul 1965 
Phipps, Addie Singl9tar7 wlo Hallie Whiteford Phipps?l 27 Jan 1894-7 Sep 1965 
Phipps, Bessie L. lv/a Dae • Phipps?l ll Dec 1893-6 3an 1980 
Phipps, Charlie ld91r Ed US !av~ ltII] 13 Ma7 1919-18 Aug 1979 
~~i~i:: ~~~~ii: •;~ 1 re~ri89l-~2i!I97 1933 
Phipps, Hallie Whiteford 19 Kar 894-13 sep 1969 Phipps, Killie SUdfi w/o P. c. Phipps?] 1855-1944 
Phipps, P. C. •1eal 8~5-1933 
Phipps, Sapronier [larker, n.d.] 
Phhps, Susie Ethel [1,0 Charlie Edgar Phipls?l · 18 Jun 1922-6 Kar 1982 Potts, Blanche D. 1{0 obert Crockett Potts 24 Jun 1902-9 Feb 1972 
Potts Robert Croc e t ,0 lug 1893-11 Aug l 81 
Powel!, Blanch lishoe [1 o Sam Bradley Powell?] 4 Jun 1186-25 Dec 1960 
Powell, Corbet 16 !pr 1 20-11 Kar 1922 
Powell, Duke Reuben 9 Oct 1909-30 Aug 1985 
Powell, Francis Marion 1 Sep 1858-25 Jun 1935 
Powell, Prank 16 Dec 1918-8 Apr 1922 
Powell, Frank 28 la7 1,24-28 Oct 1930 Powell, Glenn Ludlam [w o Hiram Tro7 Powell?] 19 Apr 1195-8 Mar 1977 
Powell, Gussie Prudie [ /o Prances K. & Levis W. Powell] 19 Dec· 1895-25 Jun 1973 
Powell, Hiram Trof 16 lov 1881-15 Sep 1974 
Powell , Ho,er Cleveland 24 Aug 1890-7 Feb 1966 
Powell, Infant 26 Dec 1931-15 'ar 1932 
Powell, J. B. [s/o ~ . B. Powell] 13 Peb 1916-12 Jul 1939 
Powell, J. c. [n.d.] 
Powell, Jessie Vernon (s/o I. C. Powell] 2 Dec 1916-1 lov 1920 
Powell, Lanna 29 Dec 1924-29 Apr 1926 
Powell, Leaner White [1/0 Frtnc1s Marion Powell?] 9 Sep 1856-21 Jul 1928 
Powell, Lenon [larker, n.d.J 





































































Powell, Lenora fn.d.J 
Powell, K. A. 15 Dec 1888·29 Jul 1910 
Powell, Marion Carlton 21May1888·3 Jun 1960 
Powell, Kinnie ·1908 
Powell, Horris 1934-1989 [FDJ 
Powell, I. K. ll Jun 1881-25 lov 1926 
Powell, Onie R. [w/o I. 8· Powell?] 16 Oct 1893-5 Apr 1978 
Powell, Sallie Ha11lton [v/o Ho1er Cleveland Powell?J 15 Har 1896-29 Apr 1960 
Powell, Sam Bradley 1Jun1876-15 Feb 1968 
Powell, Shirley Ann [d{o L. B. 5 Kary R. PovellJ 1954 
Powell, Worth 11 Hay 933-13 Hay 1939 
Powell, Zellie Co1 24 Mar 1895-1 Jan 1919 
Powers, Austin Franklin f s/o Lloyd • Letha PoversJ 2 Oct 1958-2 Oct 1958 
Powers, Frank Robert 2 tar 1895-28 Mar 1958 
Powers, Letha Hae Co~ 19 Sep 1929-2 Dec 1918 Powers, Ruth Todd [w/o Frank Robert Powers? 30 Jan 1897·15 Kar 1976 
Price, Fannie H. f v/o Paul Price?J 1907·19 9 [PDJ 
Price, HarJ Jo 16 !pr 1932·24 Jun 1989 
Price, Pau 15 Kar 1903-9 lov 1985 
Prince, Alston Hict1an [w/o Charles D. Prince] 29 loY 1899-30 Jan 1986 
Prince, Benjamin L. 15 Hay 1883-9 Oct 1918 
Prince, Beulah Pare [d/9 F. !. 5 Beulah C. Prince] 11 Jul 1944·23 Auq 1944 
Prince, Blanche Graham L•{o ~ockie Franklin Prince?] 29 Oct 1890-13 Jun 1969 
Prince, Carrie Belle Gera d 1/0 Ben L. PrinceJ 17 Auq 1887·8 Oct 1959 
Prince, Charles D. 12 Jul 1 9S-24 Jul 1950 
Prince, Dockie Franklin 11 Sep 1891-29 Jun 1953 
Prince, !dward Walter, Sr. 1890-1958 
Prince, Grace A 23 Jul 1884-20 Mar 1962 
Prince, Hal Y. fh!o Hattie B. Prince?] 18 Sep 1897-18 luq 1968 
Prince, J. w. la 5-1927 
Prince, Joe Anna 1/0 R. I. Prince] 8 lug 1858-11 Mar 1937 
Prince, John !. 7 lar 1886·20 Dec 1968 
Prince, largrette tucretia f d/o D. F. Prince] 25 Apr 1926-21 Jul 1931 
Prince, Mattie B. w/o Hal f. Princt?] 30 Au; 1902·19 Peb 1976 
Prince, lora B. [v o John E. PrinceJ 6 Feb 1884-26 lar 1967 
Prince, Ranso1 I. 8 lay 1852·3 Jan 1917 
Prince, Reba Flo7d [m. !dward Walter Prince, Sr. 27 Jul 1913; ch: Mildred Prince Brown 
Ernestine Prince Bailey, Elisabeth P{ince loody1 Edna Earle Prince Wood, Edvard Wafter Prince, Jrt' Yir;~nia Prince Cletonsj 7 Jan 18~1-11 Jul 1975 
Prince, ~~ inf. s/o D. F. Princej b. 5 d. 2 Feb 1928 
labon, Deborah Ann f d'o Boyt • Onneleise Rabon] 14 Jul 1967-17 Jul 1967 
Rabon, George I. 17 pr 1863·31 Dec 1951 
Rabon, Ja1es Raleigh 17 Kay 1894·24 Oct 1963 
Rabon, Hollie Jorda' [v/o Jaaes Raleigh Rabon?] 22 Jan 1900-21 Dec 1972 
Rabon, Sarah Ann [1 o Geof;~ I. RabonJ 22 Feb }876-15 Peb 1935 
ReaYes, Daniel Kure ison t'q lilliaa S. leaves 29 Oct 1833-12 Apr 1880 
leaYes, Martha Lenora Co1 110 Daniel I. ReaYes 8 Au; 1836·10 lu; 1864 
leaYes lilliam s. 1798-, 66 
Reid, ipril Baine [inf d o Jeff 5 Linda Reid] d. l Apr 1975 
Rheuark, ••. D. 15 IOY 1 77-12 Oct 1919 
Rhodes, John Till11n j Jul 1890·9 Jan 1946 
Rhodes~ Ruth Bard1\ck [v/o John Till1an Rhodesl 24 Dec 1191-8 Apr 1983 
Richarason, Huger (l.D.) 16 Jan 1884-27 Jul 1943 
Richardson, Huger, Jr. 15 lay 1920-20 Aug 1923 
Jichardson, Ja1es lutler 25 Apr 1914-15 Sep 1914 
Richardson, [inf. s/9 iargaret 5 Huger Richardson?] 22 Jul 1915 
Roberts, L1ll1an Grainger l• o lillie Cleyeland Roberts?] 30 Apr 1883-25 Dec 1962 
Roberts, Willie Cleveland 2 Oct 1884·8 Jul 1968 
Rogers, Cross I. 21 lpr 1895-22 Jun 1943 
Rogers, Issie Boyd [w/o Crots i. Rolers?] 9 Dec l895-4 Apr 1962 
Rogers, Hattie llel1a lard w/o I. onroe lo;ers? 5 Jun 1882·1 Mar 1962 
Rogers, I. Monroe 26 Har 1 Bb-14 Jul 1947 
Rogers, loraan I. 6 Oct 1911·1 Sep 1965 
Rovell, Stella laude [1/0 Walter lood11rd Rowell?] 12 Dec 1897·18 Apr 1963 
Rowellf lalter Nood1ard 22 Oct 1899·3 Jal 1965 
Russel , Isadora Y. 1869-1936 
Russell, Luther Ja1es 10 l'r 1938-21 laJ 1984 
Russell, Patricia Hardee [w o Luther Jaaes Russell?] 12 Oct 1947-




































































SarJis, lrmagy Mayo 31 May 1891-14 May 1948 
SarJis, Elizabeth 5 !pr 1845-18 Apr 1920 
Sarvis, H. c. 24 Mar 1840-26 Feb 1912 
Sarvis, John H. 10 Mar 1!73-3 Jan 1946 Sarvis, Lottie Tompkins 'lo Armagy Mayo Sarvis?] 4 lov 1895-18 Oct 1959 
Sarvis, Waterman Joseph [ P HO BJ 6th Marine Div IIII] 18 Aug 1918-6 Apr 1951 
Sasser, Ale1ander Gaston so~. I. & M. J. Sasser 2 May 1907-9 Jul 1907 
Sasser, Emory Spear fSl U avy, Will S Oct 1898- Mar 1973 
Sasser, Harry Hayvooa r•1n Memory of• bur. Smith's Crossing Cemetery !ear Ballsboro, I. c.• 
8 Oct 1893-~3 Oct 1894 Sasser, J. I. r In Memory ot• bur. Lake Waccamaw, IC] 22 Oct 1829-19 Mar 1902 
Sasser, James !dvard 16 Feb 1902-13 Ma{ 1947 
Sasser, John W. Jr. 4 Apr 1895-3 Apr 968 
Sasser, John Wifliam 12 Apr 1864-1 Feb 1921 
Sasser, Mamy Virginia 2 Feb 1897-11 Mar 1919 
Sasser, Ruth Ellington 27 Jun 1892-21Jov1943 
Sasser, Walter David fslo J. I. & Victoria M. Sasserl 12 Oct 1903-4 loJ 1903 
Sasser, Willis Col}!!ci lI/o J. I. & M. J. Sasser] 19 Oct 1909-14 Jul 1910 
Sawrer, Reba Mae (~other 7 Aug 1918-8 Oct 1987 
Sea s, Phyllis Blaine 1 62 
Sellers, James Edward 1960 
Sellers, Ja1es H{ 1929-1982 }PD] Sessions, Baby Marker, n.d . 
Sessions, Bab7 ?arker, n.d. Sessions, Delila Mrs.J 24 lov 1845-8 Oct 1924 
Sessions, Delta Apr 1892-20 Mar 1920 
Sessions, Donald I. 21 loJ 1915-12 Har 1917 
Sessions, E. I. 18 May 185,-9 lug 1928 
Sessions, Ernest Breton [s o S. J. & Ada Sessionsl 4 Jul 1905-7 Hay 1911 
Sessions, Fannie [wto J. T. Sessions] 28 Oct 1849-12 Apr 1925 
Sessions, Flora K. d/o G. I. • I. E. Sessions] 18 la7 1881-6 lov 1882 
Sessions, Frances 2 bee 1852-18 Mar 1937 
Sessions, George T. 17 Kov 1876-20 Apr 1945 
Sessions, George I. l Aug 1853-12 Mar 1922 Sessions, George w. SGT US A111y] 31 Aug 1908-6 Jan 1987 
Sessions, Benr{ Bruce [s/o s. J. & A. H. Session,] 22 lug 1903-23 lug 1903 
Sessions, Ide! a V. [dlo J. T. & Fannie Sessions 26 Apr 1870-19 Kar 1907 
Sessions, Joe fHarker, n d.] 
Sessions, Josep& Tillie f b. in Borr1 Co. SC] 31 Aul 1845-25 lov 1916 
Sessions, Lillian !. [d/o G. I. & H. !. Sissions] 0 Sep 1888-6 Oct 1887 
Sessions, Margaret Ann [w/o E. I. Sessions 3 Sep 1859·11 Jun 1933 
Sessions, Martha E. [1/0 G. I. Sessions] 9 lar 1865-10 Sep 1901 
Sessions, Mertie GeneJa tl lay 1909-15 Mar 1915 
Sessions, Pitsie Breton s/o s. J, & Ada Sessions] 28 loJ 1910-18 Dec 1910 
Sessions, Rans01 22 Peb 8S2·7 Mar 1910 
Sessions, Ro~ald B. 21 lov 1915-12 Peb 1916 
Sessions, lillia1 Jackson 21 Oct 1893-20 Kay 1963 
Shannon, !ngerlo 1921-
Shannon, Arrie 1912-1945 
Shannon, Benjamin B. ts Jun 1903-4 Mar 1962 Shannon, Bertha Paulk v/o lillia1 Dov Shannon?] 1897-1975 (PD) 
Shannon, Beulah I. Mis oe [1/0 Pletcher Shannon] 22 Aug 1907-30 Oct 1946 
Shannon, Bruce Talmage 18 Jun 1906-12 May 1974 
Shannon, Chester 1. 28 Jan 1888-10 Jul 1966 
Shannon, !11a 19 Oct 1901-17 Jul 1920 
Shannon, Pletcher ,910-1975 Shannon, Hattie L. 1/0 Chester 1. Shannon?] 10 Jul 1885-10 Jul 1963 
Shannon, J. D. 29 ep 1875-17 Sep 1929 
Shannon, J. R. 18$9-24 Kar 1915 
Shannon, Janie 1. [1/9 ~e1is P. Shannon] 10 Har 1867·30 Jan 1929 
Shannon, Lena Hardee l•/o Bruce Talmage Shannon?] 14 Apr 1917-
Shannon, Lewis F. ~2 lug 1860-25 Feb 1923 Shannon, iosadie r1 o of Stace Shannon?] 1894-1958 
Shannon, Stace 188 -1963 
Shannon, lillia1 Doi 1886-1967 (FD) 
Shannon, Zilphia 5 Dec 1910-2 Dec 1978 
Shooter, Ira Wilton 22 Oct 1905-31 Aug 1960 
Shootert Ira Wilton, Jr. 2 lug 1942-5 Sep 1959 
Sikes, John Sa1uel 16 Dec 1890-3 Sep 1959 






































































Sikes, !ora Blanchard Strickland 4 Oct 1896-2 Jul 1986 
Singleton, Henry Lee (Rev.t 4 Apr 1868-8 Sep 1932 
Singleton, larf c. Bufltr v/o Ret. Henry Lee Singlet9n] 23 Apr 1877-15 !ov 1943 
Skipper, Conrad DuBose lba I of!. ! . & E. J. Skipperj 5 Oct 1909-20 Jul 1910 
Skipper, Prostie Pbipps Todd 1882-1933 
Skipper, Goldman [footstone1 no other information] Skipper, Millie Joe ~Dec 1~11-9 Oct 1983 
Skipper, Zettie S. [v/o Millie Joe Skipper?] 18 Kay 1924-24 Jun 1982 
Skipper, {baby of E. !. ' !. J. Skipperl b. & d. 5 Oct 1909 S1all, llii'"T:'" v/o ~. Dov Small?] 3 Peb 190 -4 Kay 1986 
Small, Effie Al en [v/o Millie !. Small?l 8 Jun 1904-9 !ot 1977 
Small, E1111ie Robert 24 Oct 1900-22 Sep 1976 
Small, Pannie Hardwick fv/o John R. Small] 1872-1943 
Small, George 27 Kar 1907-25 lay 1947 
Small, John R. 1871-1934 
S11ll, L. Dov 27 Jul 1902-16 Oct 1960 
Small, Lillie Ray [belov[d mother of Lois l' Brantonl 1876-1937 Small, Kaebelle D. Todd 1/0 George S~ll? 2 Jul 1920-
Siall, Obie [1/0 J. R. ~annie S1allJ l Aug 1908-28 Jul 1928 
Saall, Walter D. 1890-1931 
S1all, Willia•!. 21 Aug 1851-13 lay 1936 
Saall, Willie !. 4 Sep 1905-
Saith, Annie Bell fd/o W. J. & Sallie !. Saithl 26 Feb 1909-11 Jul 1910 Saith, Charlie L. inf. s/o C. !. & Della Slit&] 15 Kar 1917-8 Jan 1918 
Saith, Claude o. l Sep 1918-9 Jul 1971 
Saith, Clifford W. [s/9 M. J. • Sallie!. Saith] 3 Jul 1906-27 Kay 1908 
S1ith, Della Thoapki~~ l•'o George C. Sllith] 17 Oct 1893-26 Sep 1950 S1ith, Ella D. Barrell l 59-1937 
S1ith, George •nick• 12 Dec 1915-30 Kar 1968 
Saith, George C. 14 Feb 1890-l4 Oct 1945 
Saith, Helen Lluise Stevens [1/0 !lier S1ithl 5 Apr 1920-14 Dec 1963 
Saith, Jane fv o !. I. Smith] 1859-14 Ir 1923 
S1ith, Josep& s/o ! 1 "· & Jane S1ithl r l Veteranl 20 lov 1892-16 Kar 1926 Saith, Leila Watt1 Ll/o W. !lier Saifl~ 5 Jul 1887-2 Jul 1967 
Smith, Louise L. l•/o Claude o. S1ith? 22 lot 1919-
Saith, lantha Joanna Sasser 27 Oct 187 -26 Jun 1968 
Saith, Martha Catherine •iate• 23 Dec 1876-17 Jan 1958 
Saith, Pauline P. Bailey 17 Peb 1909-13 Oct 1987 
Slith, Peggy Lou Tufntr 1944-1971 Saith, Viola Counci l•/o A. G. Saithl 16 Oct 1845-3 Dec 1909 
Saith, W. ll11r 13 Qec 1875-1 lay 19~0 Saith, inf. slo George J. • Ruth Saith] [n.d. l 
Slith, ~ inf . s]9 i· T. ' Ruth Slith] 8 lug 1943 Soles, IOaii ovell l• o Cornealous S. Soles?] 23 Kar 1890-18 Feb 1932 
Soles, Coruealon! s. 1 Se' 1866·2 Jun 1948 Soles, Kcleil 16 Oct 1899· 0 Jan 1979 
Spitey, Alia [lay] Sartis 1/0 Harry Grier Spivey?] 4 Oct 1919-16 Apr 1988 
Spitey, George Gurley 29 lug 1891·18 Jul 1973 
Spitey, Harry Grier 11 Kay 1913-
Spitey, Larrr Ray 14 irg 1943-25 Dec 1943 
Spitey, lagg1e Medlin •lo George Gurley]Spitey?] 24 lay 1894-15 lay 1979 
Spitey, Sidney Bens~n slo G. G. •Genie 3 Oct 1931-11 Oct 1932 
Stanley, Bertha R. 1/0 Wayland B. Stanley?l 16 l'r 1896-12 Jan 1961 
Stanley, Cecil C. f C PVT US Karine Corps ltII] 1 Jun 1907-22 Jan 1959 
Stanley, Claudia 1897-1949 
Stanley, D. lapoleon 20 Apr 1872-5 Jov 1947 
Stanler, Daisy Bell Datis L•/o Sebastian Cabot Stanier?] 28 Sep 1888-22 Peb 1956 
Stanley, !dna 1891-19(3 Stanler, Elisabeth H. •lo D. lapoleon Stanier?] 19 Jul 1891-16 Dec 1962 
Stanley, Bli1abeth J, 1]0 let. George P. Stanley?] 1857-1943 
Stanier, rrancis li~hael •Bubba• 17 Jun 1950-15 Jul 1968 
Stanley, Geor9e P. {R,v.) 1857·1946 
Stanier, Holliday G. l•/o lurrell Stanley] 28 Apr 1915-
Stailey, Joseph B. 2 Jun 1861·5 Sep 1945 
Stanier; Larry lurrtll •1ickey• 8 ltr 1938-8 Oct 1989 
Stanley, Leland W. lPVT US lray IWIIJ 31 Jan 1909·8 Jul 1970 
stan}er, lonror 1. 1864-1934 Stan ey, Murre l 6 Jul 1913-6 Jun 1985 
Stanley, lell linesette Hardwick [1/0 Thoaas Wayne Stanley?] 21 lar 1918-







































































Stanlef, Pennie Butler rw/o Monroe M. Stanler?J 1870-1955 
Stanier, Ralph Butler 5 F~b 1902-24 Sep 1958 
Stanley, Sallf Richardson lV/o Ralph Butler Stanlerl 21 Mar 1900-15 Jan 1989 
Stanier, Samuel J. rsc PFC US lrmf WWI] 21 1ug 189 -4 lov 1958 
Stanlef, Sebastian Cabot rsc CMl US lavr MRI 16 Sep 1889-29 Maf 1964 
Stanier, Spurgeon c. 14 Aug 1894-19 Feb 195 
Stanier, Thomas Marne 9 Sep 1920 
Stanley, Wayland H. 14 Jun 1892-11 Jun 1968 
Stevens, Ac1e c. 29 !ov 1887-25 Mar 1961 
Stevens, Benjamin M. I Oct 1868-8 Feb 1932 Stevens, Bertha Stith v/o James Edd SteveQs?l 24 Mar 1892-15 Sep 1969 
Stetens, Cora A. 1/0 e;jallin M. Stevens?J 1 Jul 1878-25 Jun 1948 
Stevens, Cora D. oad v o Jesse E. Stevens] 15 Mar 1878-15 Apr 1958 
Stevens, Cora M. [v/o Sam Stevensl 3 Oct 1883-27 Jan 1906 
Stevens, Cor Edis9n 16 lu9 1922-13 lug 1959 
Stevens, El a C. lv/o J. Wilson Stevens'l] 30 Mar 1870-31 Har 1923 
Stevens, Pancr L. [v/o Acie c. Stevens? 8 Mar 1896-31 Mar 1979 
Stetens, G. Davis 21 Sep 1909-27 Apr l 12 
Stevens, G. I. 7 Jan 1874-19 Apr 1923 
Stevens, George Carson 14 Apr 1904-28 Jun 1978 
Stevens, Henrr M. 14 May 1866-19 Mar 1943 
Stetens, J. Malcolm 24 Feb 1899-14 Apr 1904 
Stevens, J. Nilson 10 Aug 1859-18 Dec· 1918 
Stetens, James Edd 22 Mar 1890-6 Jan 1944 
Stetens, James Raf 1916-1982 [PDl 
Stetens, Jesse E. i4 Mar 1876-8 ~un 1927 
Stevens, Jesse Poe ,12 US lavr Iii II] 11 Dec 1921·10 Apr 1978 
Stetens, lata M. [ o Q. N. & Martha E. Ses§ions 15 lov 1885-20 Dec 1909 
Stetens, Lalla McOueen lv/o McDuffie Stevens] 5 af 1892-4 Oct 1988 
Stetens, Leila Bormes f 1/0 George Carson Stevens?] 7 Jun 1906-
Stevens, Lonnie CorbetE 28 Dec 1910-7 Aug 1968 
Stevens, Loretta [d/o L~o; & Alsace Stevens) 22 Dec 1936-19 Jun 1937 
Stevens, Lala Ellen H. lV o Henrr M. Stevens?] 3 Aug 1875-10 Jul 1962 
Stetens, Margaret Stanier 25 Mar 1898-11 Jan 1938 
Stevens, McDuffie 13 A9g 1882-3 Jul 1955 
Stetens, McDuffie, JI, ls/o M. D. & L. cl Stevens] 26 Jun 1914-29 Jun 1914 Stetens, lathan C. SC P~T OS lr17 MNII 25 Dec 1903-13 Feb 1962 
Stetens, Ora Ellis v/o lilliaa I. Stevens?] 1883-1957 
Stevens, Pollr Ann n. d.] 
Stetens, Reha 1903-
Stevens, Tho1as McDuffie 11 Feb 1916-5 lot 1983 
Stetens, Willil H. 1875-1947 Stetens, inf. dlo Carson & Lela Stevens] l Jun 1926 
Stetens, ~~ inf. dZo Carson & Lela St~vets] 8 lov 1928 
SteYenson~r otte I•10 B. P.StetensonJ n.d.] Stricklana, Austin Lee O lot 1911-7 Mar 19 6 
Strickland, Jessie Gor~ •{o Austin Lee Strickland?] 24 Oct 1913-
Strickland, John 1da11 Ls i lhornJ 11 Mry 1979 
Strickland, Marl Elisa Booth McG1igan 1. J. R. McG1igan 15 Mar 1903; 1. B. G. Strickland 
10 lug 1913 12 Aug 1880-20 Jan 19 6 
Stroud, Gettie urcell 11 Apr 1892-15 Dec 1962 
Stroud, 1. H. 16 May 115~·15 lay 1919 
Stroud, Marr Etisaheth [1/0 J. H. Stroud] 4 Dec 1857-17 Kar 1938 
Stroud, Ode l SC PVT Co C 324 I;f 1111 3 Jan 1892-28 Dec 1939 
Stroud, Otto [ c PVT OS lrtf IMIJ 15 lov 1889-16 Kar 1963 
Sudam, Martha 1862-1937 
Suggs, Allen leith 16 Jan 1963-18 Jan 1963 
Suggs, Carson Me19rl 4 Aug 1909-}3 Sep 1985 Suggs, Genevieve Ld o C. M. Suggs 27 Dec 1937-21 Feb 1938 
Suggs, Grover C. 2 Kar 1895-29 ul 1965 
Suggs, Irene M. 5 Apr 1899-15 Jul 1984 
Suggs, Isla Hardee [•f o Carson Me1orr Suggs?l 18 AuJ 1914-Suggs, Ja1es LaYerne SC TEC 5 43 !ngr Cons Bat Ifill 31 Jan 1928-28 Aug 1962 
Suggs, Jeanettr Co1 [1,0 L. D. SuggsJ J Oct 1869-8 un 1940 Suggs, Joe T. s/o I. . & Louise Suggs l Dec 1936-4 Dec 1936 
Suggs, Joseph • (Ret.) 18 Sef 1878-2 an 1966 
Suggs, Lorenso Doi 30 Sep 1!6 -20 Aug 1962 
Suggs, Loren10 Dov, Jr. (Lt. Co! 358th Inf 90th Div Gen. Patton's Ara{, d. in Belgia1 
ot wounds inflicted in t e Battle of the Bulge] 29 Apr 1912-13 Jan ~45 




































































Suggs, Martha J. [v[o Rev. Joseph L. Suggs?] 30 Jun 1891-5 May 1966 
Suggs, Rodgie X. 2~ May 1906-17 Dec 1936 
Suggs, Sharon Ann [d/o Horry & Mar! Suggsl 6 Dec 1946-11 May 1947 
Suggs, Worth Bagley 11 Sep 1900-2 lay 1976 
T., K. T. ffootstone onl7, n.d.] 
Taylor, Bat£ie 1876-1878 
Tho1pk1ns, Beatha C. 1928-1985 
Tho1pkins, Beulah Graham f v/o Eddie Samlel Thompkins] 12 lov 1901-20 Sep 1985 
Thompkins, Bobbie [s/o Duffie Thompkins 4 Sep 1940-7 Apr 1945 
Tho1pkins, !ddie Samvel 20 Jul 1900-3 pr 1953 
Thompkins, Florrie td/o George ' Gertie Thompkinsl 26 Apr 1922-22 Peb 1943 
Tho1ptins, James P. [SCl US laly WWII] 9 lov 1922-8 Apr 1945 
Thompkins, Margaret B. (Peg97) v/o James P. Thompkins] 1916-1987 
Tho1pson, Clarty fHarker n.a. 
Thompson, Bugh ialier 7 iug 18 6-22 Oct 1927 
Thompson, John R. fMarker n.d. l 
Thompson, Kanasa 18 Apr 1643-7 3un 1905 
Tho1pson, Margarett fv/o Manasa Thompson?] 30 Jan 1841-19 Dec 1928 
Tho1pson1 Willie 3 Aar 1884-li Jun 1920 Tho1pson?, Hack [Hrrier, n.d. Tho1pson?, Hartin Marier, n .. l 
Todd, A. L. 7 Apr 859-8 Oct 19~3 
Todd, Bess Bugbes [v/o Oliver Edlar Todd?l 25 Peb 1891-22 Oct 1967 
Todd, Cora L. [1,0 John I. Todd? 1876-1937 
Todd, Cornelius . 28 Apr 1862- 1 Jul 1954 
Todd, Dacia Lilian Harlowe [1/0 O. !. Todd] 11 Har 1885-1 Jun 1959 
Todd, Douglas E. 1937-1945 
Todd, Dutch I. 22 Jun 1906-22 Jun 1952 
Todd, Edd Tho1as 25 Dec 1905-
Todd, !lien T. f 1/0 Julf c. Todd?] 22 Dec }882-13 Sep 1951 Todd, lrnest E[a1ardJ SC MH2 OS lavy WWII 29 Sep 1926-10 Apr 1968 
Todd, Ernest Leonard 3 Jul 1906-28 Peb 196 
Todd, Ethel Pauline 14 Sep 1914-1 Oct 1914 
Todd, Glenn Graingef [1/0 Grier Haddon Todd] 3 Vee 1893-5 Apr 1981 
Todd, Grier Haddon 1. blenn Grainger 7 Jun 1916 J 10 D.ec 1891-16 Jul 1937 
Todd, B. Bert 1903-1956 
Todd, B. T. 1846-1982 
Todd, Basel 1 sep lr21-26 Apr 1979 Todd, Kasel Bella17 1/0 Edd Thomas Todd?l 22 Oct 1900-22 Jun 1988 
Todd, Ida H. [1/0 A bert Thurman Todd] 11 Peb 1895-14 Jan 1933 
Todd, J. Leon 3 Jan 1906-11 Kar 1965 
Todd, J. Kaci 30 Jun 1903-
Todd, Ja1es Earl 5 Dec 1915-20 Dec 1915 
Todd, Janie Alford 1910-1971 
Todd, John I. 1875-1958 
Todd, Joseph J. 12 Oct 1868-20 Jun 1938 
Todd, Jule C. l~ Jun 1874-4 Jul 1942 
Todd, Lessie B. 1/0 Dutch I. Todd?l 20 Jan 1910-20 Oct 1987 
Todd, Lewis s. 8 Mar 1915-26 lov 972 
Todd, Lucy A. 10 Peb 1854-29 Sep 1934 
Todd, Martha 8 Sep 1860-11 Sep 1953 
Todd, Martha I. [1/0 Sam c. Todd} 20 Kar 1874-15 Dec 1940 
Todd, Har7 Prances Johnson [1/0 lbert B. Toddl 18 Dec 1911-4 Oct 1956 
Todd, Marr K. [1[0 Joseph J. !odd?] ' Jun .1875-27 loY 1960 
Todd, Mildred [dlo lorman 5 Lula Todd] S Oct 1943-25 Sep 1946 
Todd, Minnie B1 1905-19{0 Todd, Minnie Bertha Co1 1/0 D. M. Toddl 28 Aug 1893-18 Sep 1921 
Todd, le1so1 G. 15 Kar 9b6-13 Kar 1949 
Todd, OliYer Edgar ,0 Mar 1886-21 Jan 1950 
Todd, Ora Mae L. f1 o J. Kaci Todd?l 2 Kay 1905-26 Xar 1974 
Todd, Oscar E. 7 Pe 1887-17 Oct 1966 
Todd, Reba [d/t M. I. Bardeel 21 Rov 1905-18 Dec 1927 
Todd, Rudolph EM2 OS laYJ ltII] 20 Dec 1919-26 Apr 1986 
Todd, Sa1 C. 3 Apr 1875-27 Jan 1946 
Todd, Saa M. 1895-1939 
Todd, Sims M 2 Sep 1911-1§ Jul 1938 
Todd, Sonya f d/o BillJ Todd] 6 Har 1962-6 Mar 1962 
Todd, Susan ~. [1/0 Cornelius B. Todd?] 4 Jul 1865-9 Jun 1937 







Thomrson Ba11i ton 
Good Hope 
Hamil ton 


























































Todd, Thelbert W. {Hrs.) 1919-1954 
Todd, Vallie B. [w/o W. R. Todd?] 1877-1958 
Todd, Von Cliff 6 Oct 1915-16 Apr 1971 
Todd, W. Pearler 1902-1957 
Todd, R. R. 1873-1932 
Todd, Williar H. f s/o Joseph J. Toddl 1~99-1901 Todd, inf a/o Lonnie & Genar todd d. 16 Jun 1953 
Todd ~ inf/o r· H. Tqddl 7 Jul 19 4 -
Tomp~i~arlie inf. s/o ~. H. & C. L. Tompkins] 12 Sep 1889-25 Jul 1901 
Tompkins, Charlott [w/o J. H. Tompki~s][ 25 Iul 1865-18 Har 1917 Tompkins, D. R. H. fco c 20 SC Inf CSA n.d. 
Tompkins, Dessie Tora [w/o Hamp H. lamp ins?] 8 Mar 1891-16 Mar 1985 Tompkins, Earl H. Pvt US Army WWII 10 Aug 1923-15 Feb 1973 
Tompkins, Edwin [s o G. w. & G. L. ompkinsJ 9 Aug 1928-18 Aug 1928 
Tompkins, Eliza I. 26 Jul 1849-16 Nov 1914 
Tompkins, G. N. 1882-1929 
Tompkins, Gertie P. [w/o G. W. Thompkins?] 1886-1980 
Tompkins, Hamp H. 11 Oct 1887-15 Oct 19~9 
Tompkins, Hattie E. [d/O G. H. Tompkins] 31 Oct 1883-27 Jul 1885 
Tompkins, Benrr 1870-1938 
Tompkins, Jereaiah 1852-1902 
Tompkins, John H. Aug ~8~8-Peb 1942 
Tompkins, Julia Hardee v/o Henry To1pkins?l 1871-1967 
To1ptins, Louisa [v/o ere1iah To1pk1ns] 1836-1926 
Tompkins, Prince Ann Aug 1908-Mar 1941 
To1pkins, Rubie [d/o G w. & G. L. To1pkinsl 11 Sep 1904-28 Har 1906 
Tompkins, Ruhr Spoth f v)o William Henry Tomliins 11 Jun 1900-22 Sep 1979 
Tompkins, Toda Ld/o C. N. & G. L. Tompkins 3 ul 1914-3 Oct 1915 
Tompkins, William Benrl 6 Sep 1897-6 Oct 1 83 
To1pkins, [baby 26 Peb 1914 
Turner, James David 2 Dec 1930-22 Jun 1960 
Tuton, Gertrude Anderson fv/o William Clifton Tuton?] 14 Jan 1887-16 Har 1976 
Tuton, William Clifton 7 !ug 1895-4 Jul 1959 
Trler, Kasel [d/o D. T. and Bertie Tyler] 1938-1938 
Vereen, Jennifer R. 1982-1990 [FD] 
lard, Edsel Clrde 13 Feb 1936-3 May 1937 
Ward, Julius Monroe 26 Aug 1902-22 Dec 1960 
Watts, Bettie Levis [1/0 Oven M. latts] 8 Aug 1857-7 Apr 1944 
latts, Bonnie 17 lov lg28-15 lu9 1931 
Watts, Illa Jane M. [1/0 Franklin Gorha1 Watts?] 9 Apr 1893-16 Jan 1958 
Watts, Franklin Gorham 8 Jan 1891-15 Jan 1967 
Watts, Prantlin o. 1952-1988 
Watts, Henry Brrd 1867-1915 
Watts, Hoyt Oven l !ar 1922-28 Aug 1987 Watts, Joyce Ann [d o Boyt O. ' Pearline 8. Wattst 30 Dec 1952-26 Jan 1969 
watts, Marl Gerald v/o Benrr Byrd Watt1?J 1862- 929 
Watts, Kat ie M. [1 o Smithie I. Ratts?J 6 Sep 1835-20 Dec 1945 
latts, Olin H. [SC YT US Ar.I] -16 Sep 1938 
Watts, Oscar B. 22 Aug 1884-20 loY 1913 
Watts, Oien H. 15 Aug 1853·1~ Feb 1925 
Watts, Pearline Barnhill [v/o Boyt Oien Watts, Ch: Frank, Joyce, Gail, like, Grandch: Dale, Carter, 
Davey' Crrstall 19 laf i933-17 Dec 1988 Watts, Priscil a 1824-1906 1 o Richard Watts] Children Colin and Anna buried here, other children: 
Bugheyl Ben, Brrdi Oven, ohn and Elisa. 
Watts, Ricnard 1820- 890 
Watts, S1ithie H. 12 Jan 1882-9 Kar 1920 
Matts, Thos. Oien [s/o s. I. ' K. K. lattst f n.d.] 
Webster, Ja1es Randolph 1{ Jan 1909-3 Oct 976 
Webster, Philip Michael [s o J. W. & Lucille leb,terl 8 Dec 1951-24 Oct 1953 
Webster, Ruth Part [1/0 Ii liam A. Webster, Jr.? 1893-1966 
Webster, lillia1 A., )r. 1894-1973 
Weeks, Infant 4 loY 1929-27 Oct 1930 
lhite, Alfred Iverson 4 Jul 1861-12 lov 1931 
White, Harenda [1/0 leedh11 lhitel 1840-1913 
White, leedham [Co D 20 IC Inf CS!l 
White, Sarah Marguerite [v/o Alfrea Iverson White?} 3 Sep 1876-3 Sep 1944 
Whittington, Brantley Forrest 23 Apr 1881-16 Jul 958 


































































Whittington, Charles S. 21 Apr 1876-8 Dec 1947 
Whittington, Elizabeth Mabel Harper "May• [v/o Brantle~ F. Whittington] 31 Ju! 1886-11 Oct 1952 
Whittington, Evelyn Rhodes [v/o Forrest B. Whittington. 1 8 Dec 1914-16 Aug 1977 
Whittington, Forrest B. [Capt. US Army WWII] 25 Aug 1906-11 Jan 1987 
Whittington, Hovard Wilson 11 Sep 1904-27 May 1958 
Whittington, Minnie O. [v/o Charles S. Whittin7to~?] 22 Apr 1881-23 Feb 1970 
Whittington, Salem Cox [w7o Howard W. Whitting.ant 20 ug 1908-13 Mar 1985 
Williams, Danny Dewayne [s/o Danny & Brenda H. Ni.Iiams' 22 May 1978-16 Dec 1982 
Williams, [inf d/o Arnold K. & Angeline D. Williams] 17 Oct 1955 
Williamson-;-iaftie M~shoe 3 Jun 1892-25 Oct 1984 
Winburn, Joyce Russ ~1/0 Jimmie P. Winburn] 28 Jun 1936-26 Sep 1986 
Wise, Daniel w. 30 Jun 1878-1 Oct 1928 
Wise, Ida Parker [1~0 Thomas E. Wise?l 4 May 1890-21 Dec 1971 
Wise, Mar aret F. May 1847-14 Mar 1913 
Wise, San~y Parker s/o Thomas !. & Ida Parker Wise] 18 Apr 1922-12 Mar 1965 
Wise Thomas !. 30 Aug 1879-3 May 1935 
Wright, Alberta E. [1/0 Bill D. Wright?] 7 Nov 1885-7 Mar 1971 
Wright, Bill D. 22 Feb 1908 
Wright, Dulah Tyler 21 Dec 1898-29 Dec 1976 
Wright, James 22 Jun 1919-
Yates, Nancy Dorman 23 Nov 1944-20 Dec 1984 























~ REXXIU>S will appreciate hearing your cannents on our work. Please 
send us any corrections you may have or any cemetery lists you may wish us to 
check for future publication. 
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